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RESIDENT’S MESSAGE

From strength_to_strength,
building on strong foundations
Mr Tahir Saleemi
APSA President

Dear readers: seed industry
stakeholders, APSA members, family,
friends, colleagues and associates:
welcome to the quarter-four and final
issue of the magazine for this year. This
is also effectively my final letter in this
editorial space as APSA President.
As I reflect on the past two years of
my tenure, I can’t help but feeling a bit
nostalgic. The days, weeks and months
have gone by quickly, marking a brief yet
significant chapter of APSA’s history, in
which so much has been accomplished.
First, let me say that I am honoured to
have served as the first president of APSA
(Singapore). And it gives me pleasure
to say that I will not be the only or last.
Before I introduce and welcome your next
President allow me to reflect on the twoyear road leading to this letter.
Rewind two years ago to November
2018: at our General Annual Meeting,
during the 25th Asian Seed Congress
in Manila, the Philippines, many of you
reading this who attended that meeting
may recall the uncertainty that prevailed
then, and, in particular the doubt that
many harbored about the future of our
beloved association. I am speaking
specifically to the compliance and
registration challenges we had faced.
At one point, it may have seemed that
dissolution was inevitable. And we did
have a contingency for that scenario – a
Plan C if you will, though, of course, we
preferred Plans A and B, which involved
keeping APSA going. One plan was to
make APSA a fully-compliant association
under Thailand’s association law – as we
were initially established and existed in
our first two decades.
But many of the factors that had enabled
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this structure before, were no longer
feasible or practicle, and it also implied
that APSA would be a Thai entity, not
an international association. And so,
the best path – to establish APSA
as fully-compliant international trade
association, was voted by members,
and meant we would need to establish a
new headquarters in Singapore, and our
secretariat office to continue to operate
out of Bangkok. And with the blessing of
members and under strong and capable
leadership of the Executive Committee
(EC) and Office Bearers (OB) under my
steerage, we made it happen.
This is not to infer that it has all been
a downhill ride these past two years,
however, and there are still some things
to be ironed out. Nonetheless, success
is thanks to all of the hard work of
the APSA EC, OB, Secretariat – and
wider support from our members over
the past two years. Today, I’m proud
to say we are now a fully-compliant
international association. Any and all
doubts expressed in Manila two years
ago – and Bangkok three years ago – are
no longer warranted. This experience has
shown me, us, that nothing cannot be
surmounted when we work together.
Aside from this, APSA – as one
representative voice of the Asia and
Pacific seed industry – has faced
and overcome other unprecedented
challenges this past year. I am referring
to the coronavirus and all of its impacts
on global seed and food supply chains.
If anything, this crisis has provided yet
another opportunity for us to find out
what we are made of, and how we can
shine in the face of adversity. Indeed,
despite all the hurdles, obstacles and
restrictions, we did not concede, but
came together to overcome, pooling our

resources, experience and expertise.
While there are still more challenges
ahead, I have no doubt in APSA.
One key measure of our success
has been in pursuing collaboration,
cooperation and partnerships with key
stakeholders. We now enjoy strongerthan-ever relations with regional seed
associations (AFSTA, Euroseeds and
SAA, for example) and the national
seed associations in all of our member
countries, and, with the International
Seed Federation (ISF). Aside from this,
we continue to strengthen our foundation
to building regional capacity in R&D
matters, including through public-private
partnerships and projects that will be
possible thanks to three Memorandum
of Understandings, which I am honored
to have signed: with Thailand’s National
Science and Technology Development
Agency (NSTDA), Kasetsart University,
and most recently with the International
Seed Testing Association (ISTA). And
surely, APSA will ink more similar
agreements with others in the coming
months and years.
Finally, let me take this opportunity
to welcome and introduce your new
president, Wichai Laocharoenpornkul.
Having worked with him since he was
first elected to the EC in 2016, I can
vouch for his strong critical thinking
and problem solving skills. He will make
a fine president, and ensure APSA’s
continued growth and development.
With that, I would like to wish all APSA
members continued success, especially
in overcoming any challenges that lie
ahead. I look forward to seeing you all
online soon, and hopefully in person next
year! Until then, thank you and signing
off.
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IRECTORʼS DESK

Maintaining pace
in 2020, building
endurance for 2021
Dr. Kanokwan Chodchoey
APSA Executive Director
Greetings APSA members! Welcome
to the 4th quarter of the year. I trust that
everyone is doing well and staying safe.
It’s hard to believe that we are almost
at the end of 2020. As an endurance
runner in my off-time, I must say that
this year feels a lot like a trial run, and
many of you may feel the same.
As we get further into this run of 2020,
it’s important to keep a steady pace and
be persistent to ensure we are able to
reach the destination smoothly. Once
our heart rate reaches an anaerobic
zone then we should slow our pace to
be in a more aerobic zone. This is how
we can gain more endurance, which
we’ll need for the future trials.
Figuratively speaking, this is how I’ve
been working this year. For the most
part, I believe the hardest part of the
year’s run is behind, and as the finish
line for the year is in sight, setting the
proper pace is critical for all of us.
On behalf of APSA secretariat, let
me thank all members who renewed
their membership this year, even
though we were not able to hold a
physical Congress or much other
physical meetings this year due
to the pandemic situation. As an
association we realize that we really
need to be clear about what value we
provide for members. Next year, we
will continue to improve our services
and offerings to ensure members are
getting the most of membership. We
will be preparing a lot more exclusive
content and resources, including those
related to PVP, genetic resources,
phytosanitary regulation updates and
investment opportunities – and all
exclusively for active members.
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On technical affairs, starting in the
beginning of the year, minutes and
materials for all of our Special Interest
Group and Standing Committee (SIG
and SC) meetings will made available
exclusively to active members via
our members area, where you’ll
find all related materials, including
presentations and other resources from
technical sessions, for example.
Another positive development I’d like
to share here is that we are pleased
to move forward with the next steps
regarding a Project Preparation Grant
(PPG) from the Standards and Trade
Development Facility (STDF) of the
World Trade Organization (WTO),
with our initial draft proposal recently
approved. This collaboration will be a
boon to regional phytosanitary capacity
building efforts. (See notice details on
next page).
Speaking of collaboration and capacity
building, we are enthused to be working
with the International Seed Testing
Association or ISTA following the recent
signing of an MoU (see page 32). One
of our initial collaboration projects will
be related to developing seed testing
accreditation system for the government
laboratories in the region, especially in
Lower Mekong countries. Stand by for
more updates on this early next year.
We are excited to launch a new
platform to showcase and exchange
R&D expertise on key vegetable
crops. The new platform, which will be
offered virtually at first, is called Asian
Solanaceous and Cucurbit Round Table
(ASCRT). Registration for this and all
future sessions is free and exclusively
open to active APSA members only.

See flyer on page 45 for first session
agenda and details.
A final reminder to APSA members
to attend our AGM on November 26.
We have sent all the pertinent details
to members. Note, we’ll also be
announcing details about the Asian
Seed Congress in 2021. Stand by!
Let me take this opportunity to thank
outgoing President, Mr. Tahir Saleemi.
Over the past two years, he has kept
the OB and EC steadily on a progressive
path and we are thankful to have one
more year to pick his brain as the
Immediate Past President. With that, let
me also welcome incoming president,
Wichai Laocharoenpornkul. It has been
my honor to work with Tahir and Wichai
on the OB, along with Treasurer Manish
Patel, and I’m confident APSA will
continue to go from strength to strength
in 2021 and beyond. All EC members
have taken careful consideration on
some important decisions and review
of our operations to ensure APSA can
continue to be a strong voice for our
members.
Last but not least, I want to
acknowledge the hard work and
dedication from all of our SIG and SC
committee members, including from
our three working groups (WIC, R&D
and Disease Resistance Technology).
Thanks to their unrelenting support, and
for always going above and beyond to
help shape our strategy, provide better
resources, practices and activities for
APSA members. In closing, should you
have any ideas you would like to share
and how APSA can better support you,
please do not hesitate to contact me
directly at may@apsaseed.org.

NOTICE: STDF_PPG draft approved
APSA is pleased to announce that the draft proposal for a Project Preparation Grant (PPG) from the Standards and Trade Development Facility
(STDF) of the World Trade Organization (WTO) was approved in November.
Pending approval of a full project proposal next year, the PPG will be utilized to organize meetings and activities to boost capacity in the
implementation of seed-specific phytosanitary measures by NPPOs in the region.
The grant application process has been part of a collaborative effort initiated this past year by the Asia-Pacific Association of Agricultural
Research Institutions (APAARI), APSA, the FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (FAO-RAP), International Seed Federation (ISF), the
American Seed Trade Association (ASTA) and Croplife Asia.
The PPG was proposed last year during APSA’s Expert Consultation on Phytosanitary Collaboration in the Asia-Pacific, during which it had been
revealed that there is a strong need for enhanced regional cooperation and effective public-private partnerships to boost the capacity of NPPOs
in the region.
Many lack adequate resources and capacity to effectively implement ISPMs – especially ISPM 38 on the international movement of seed.
Several priority areas are proposed in the PPG as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying gaps between infrastructure and capability among developing and less developed country NPPOs in the region
Creating a database where all information related to importing phytosanitary requirements for the countries in the region are recorded.
Creating a consolidated regional portal for regulated pests and import conditions from each country in the region
'Exploring synergies arising from work-carried-out and the pest risk surveillance database
Advocating adoption of international standards and initiatives such as ePhyto
Promoting private seed sector involvement and investment
Facilitating lab accreditation programs for private independent laboratories by NPPOs.

APAARI will lead coordination of the PPG, with FAO-RAP having agreed to partner through the Asia Pacific Plant Protection Commission
(APPPC).
Several countries have been identified as pilot countries for the PPG, including those of the Lower Mekong Initiative project under USDA-FAS,
APSA and ASTA (Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar), in addition to Nepal, Bangladesh and the Philippines.
These countries have formally pledged support for the PPG. Next up, a consultation meeting with partnering NPPOs is planned for January,
2021, which will either be held online or in parallel with planned FAO and APPPC meetings. Various items will be discussed at this meeting,
including roles, timelines, budgets and technical aspects regarding the facilitation of seed trade.
These include a review of pest lists to streamline PRA processes, ePhyto implementation, compliance with ISPM 38 and enhancing publicprivate partnership for seed health testing, e.g. accreditation of laboratories. Based on these discussions, a full-length project will be
drafted and submitted to the STDF/WTO by July, 2021.
The project is anticipated to commence by late 2021 or early 2022. Stay tuned
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From Input to Service Provider
Chia Tai CEO on Organizational Transformation, Business Expansion in the ‘New Normal’
Chia Tai Company Limited is one industry leader and longstanding
organization that has never stopped developing itself; soon to
celebrate its 100th anniversary milestone in 2021, the leading
agriculture firm is on the move, actively initiating organizational
transformation that will ensure it continues to excel, reinforced by
strong management concepts and organizational business models
that ensure it is ready for whatever “new normal” that lies ahead.
Providing exclusive insights into the company’s immediate and medium
term plans, Chief Executive Officer, Dr. Manas Chiaravanond, who is
also a former president of APSA, spoke with Asian Seed. Khun Manas
– as he is referred to in polite Thai prose – was recently conferred an
Honorary Doctorate Degree from Kasetsart University. This honor
reflects and recognizes Manas’ expertise and commitment to uplifting
Thailand agriculture over several decades with Chia Tai.
Recounting key factors of Chia Tai’s successive growth, the seasoned
executive emphasized the importance of continuous development and
the ability to adjust and adapt. Goal-setting, and ensuring progress
through a large number of projects, he said have been key in enabling
the firm to transform from an input provider to a service provider. He
likens the business cycle to an intricate jigsaw puzzle, with pieces that
need to be thoughtfully and carefully solved into a complete picture.
Among those pieces include seeds, R&D, plant breeding, income and
livelihood.
“In the past, growing cucumbers would require a lot of seeds for a usual
output of around 1-2 tons per rai (1,600 m2), but thanks to R&D and
advances in plant breeding, the seed-requirement per rai has reduced
significantly as output has notably increased to as much as 5-6 tons
per rai, which is rewarding and good for farmers in terms of income and
career stability.”

Manas Chiaravanond

Despite such clear benefits of agricultural R&D many farmers are
missing out, especially those who hold on to the “old ways”, whether
speaking of growing, harvesting or marketing.

To ensure the company can achieve its goals in terms of organizational
and digital transformation, empowerment through “enhancing a culture
of innovation” will be paramount to success, Manas revealed.

Manas says that a lack of development, especially in post-harvest
processes – and specifically the failure to mitigate losses through
control measures that would otherwise avert environmental risks – has
been a nemesis for farmer productivity. Chia Tai, thus, is in the course of
experiment with a number of farmer extension and education initiatives
to help more farmers overcome such shortcomings.

“We recruit additional mid-career professionals to undergo significant
grooming so as to build everyone to be innovators through our projects,
‘Chia Tai Innovation Challenge’ and ‘Chia Tai Incubation’, for example,
in which we facilitate opportunities for staff members to take up
roles as business owners, from proposing concepts up to proposal
endorsements.

Elaborating on the necessity for a strong breeding program, Khun
Manas has long been inspired to recruit the most promising experts
and academics to join the organization. The effort and expertise of
such dedicated personnel have been critical to Chia Tai’s success in
becoming a leading, innovative Thai agricultural firm, widely recognized
amongst farmers and in the industry at large.

“Just like the breeding of a new generation for the organization, it
is important to give priority to process and communication. What is
thought-out is not necessarily something new to the world but it is new
to us.

Such factors were among the criteria prompting Khun Manas to be
royally conferred with an Honorary Doctorate Degree in Agricultural
Research and Development from the Faculty of Agriculture at
Kamphaeng Saen, Kasetsart University, which was granted during the
institution’s graduation ceremony in October, this year.
“From the perspective of people around us, or staff members, Chia Tai
is said to be a stable organization, just like an agricultural development
institution, which is the nation’s foundation, whereby Thailand is
considered a land of plenty – of rice and water.
“In fact, there are several issues that are still incomplete. Take seeds.
When I first came to work for the company when it was 60 years old,
Thailand by then did not have a breeding company, and the income
of farmers was subject to the quantity of output. As such, we saw the
opportunity and shifted to this segment beginning with cucumbers,
pumpkins, watermelons, followed by chilies and tomatoes. We gradually
developed one kind at a time.”
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“Apart from this, we have set up a team called “Center of Excellence”
by selecting talents with outstanding caliber from each department to
come together to develop all the organizational systems. This team
could be considered our transformation’s prime movers.”
Completing the Full Cycle
Delving into more detail about expansion plans, Manas said Chia Tai is
aiming to incorporate into its profile the “complete cycle of agriculture”
– from Upstream to Midstream and Downstream products and services.
He revealed that Chia Tai – which was founded by Manas’ father
and uncle 99 years ago, initially as a small and simple seed shop – is
currently in the transformation process to become a completelyintegrated agricultural company. This process has prompted the
company to undergo organizational transformation through recruitment
and maximizing the potential of talent in the organization.
This is in line with its strategy to become an agricultural service provider,
which the Chief Executive believes will be key to building new growth
for the company in the next couple of years.

Under Chia Tai's community collective model, farmers will be supported with growing expertise to ensure optimal yields and returns.
“At Chia Tai, we have strong points in selling agricultural inputs, for
example, seeds, plant protection products and fertilizers. Our clients are
agents, dealers and retailers, but our end users are farmers.”
Having succeeded in reaching many firsts and highs in seed business
development, Chia Tai is next eyeing expansion into other areas of high
potential that the company can capitalize on in order to drive growth.
“We grow vegetables to harvest the good seeds. What we are going
to do is step outside of our field of specialized experience, and we will
grow vegetables and conduct vegetable marketing.”
“We will bring in external talents for support, select outstanding people
to build teams and drive and inspire innovation. Existing staff members
with experience in selling fertilizers and plant protection products, but
who have never sold vegetables, will be entirely re-blended.”
We cannot stay still, he insists, adding that it is necessary to identify
where the company can move forward or expand, while keeping aligned
with the core values of business as much as possible.
“We tell everyone that we need to build wealth, stability and sustainability
for the organization. But if the farmers who buy our seeds are still unable
to develop for the better, how will we address it? It is important to figure
out where the problems are and how to tackle them properly.”
Manas went on to highlight a gap in Thailand’s vegetable production
sector – in which he sees strong potential for Chia Tai to fill.
“Thai farmers are generally smallholders who grow on small plots of
land of between 1-5 rai (1,600 to 8,000 m2). Each tends to do farming
individually, on their own terms, and the process is finished after selling
produce to buyers.”
With this in mind, Chia Tai has devised a collective model to enhance
farmers’ potential incomes through cost-effective remuneration,
effectively enabling them to maintain quality and reduce post-harvest
loss, including reduction of waste.

become a model for best practices for the industry at a global level.”
For some, five years may seem like a long period to gauge success in
today’s ever-changing and difficult-to-predict business environment.
However, for Chia Tai, five years is equivalent to only 5% of the
company’s operating history.

A key element of this model will be community-based centralized
vegetable packing houses, which there are currently none of in Thailand
– at least not the type that Manas has envisioned.

“If we don’t take swift action (in trialing promising new models), it can
be risky. At Chia Tai, we never are complacent.”

In this regard Chia Tai has been experimenting with vegetable packing
houses, which function as a post-harvest, quality assurance and value
addition center, whereas all growers in an associated growing locale can
become a member.

Aside from this, Chia Tai is eyeing other promising new income sources.
One of these, he mentioned, is to manufacture, install and distribute its
own line of greenhouses, which Manas cites immense growth potential
nationwide in the coming five years.

“We do it collectively and enlarge the growing areas. Chia Tai is the
sole investor and supplies markets under the Chia Tai Farm brand. We
are ready to be a confidant, providing guidance to farmers to optimize
their output for better remuneration. We believe that if it works out well,
everyone will then be able to further build on what they are capable of
and ultimately do it by themselves.

“Until then, we will advance into the new sustainable century, gradually
as a service provider, as an innovative agricultural leader, as a
completely integrated agricultural business specializing in everything
from growing to selling, brand building, service selling encompassing
packing service and marketing services.

“We need to change the mindset. We need to set directions for farmers. I
believe that, within five years, we will see whether our efforts have yielded
great results. We believe it will be successful. Then, we hope it could

“In so doing, we will enhance our corporate objective to uplift people’s
quality of life on a sustainable basis through innovative agriculture that
yields quality products and services, and thus clearly reflecting the
values of agriculture and our organization.”
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We sincerely thank the people of the Chilean Seed
Industry for their commitment to delivering quality
seeds to the world
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Chia Tai Seed rebrands to strengthen
its leadership position in the industry
Since 1921, the innovative agriculture which
converged on a brand depicting an Aeroplane,
then the most modern conveyance, has been
used as the trademark of Chia Tai’s quality
seeds to reflect the company’s principal
goals in delivering agricultural innovation
and developing Thai agriculture.
Chia Tai Company’s “Aeroplane
Brand” has laid the strong
foundation of success, delivering
quality and modern agricultural
products which have steered
Chia Tai towards being the
present leader in the innovative
agribusiness sector.
From inception, “Aeroplane
Brand” has profoundly delved
into its foundations and
flourished. Today, Chia Tai’s
seed business consists of
two business groups, namely,
Chia Tai Professional Seed
and Chia Tai Home Garden,
offering quality seeds for both
professional farmers and
amateur gardeners. Chia Tai
seed business has extensively
expanded its business in
Thailand and exported to
more than 40 countries, along
with more than 10 research &
development (R&D) stations
with more than 485 varieties
of quality seeds in 42 different
crops. In addition, Chia Tai
is one of the pioneering Thai
companies accredited by the
International Seed Testing
Association (ISTA). To reinforce
its leadership position, Chia
Tai’s seed business takes the
opportunity to introduce its
modernised seed repackaging
which comes together with
better product quality under
the brand of “CHIA TAI SEED
Trusted since 1921”, quality
seeds for professional farmers,

whereas the company continues
to use its Aeroplane trademark
for its Home Garden business.
This product repackaging aims
to increase the ability of Chia
Tai seed business to compete
at international level in a bid
to become No. 1 in regional
seed markets, highlighting
its strong points in innovative
agriculture and quality products
and services. Simultaneously
with its modernised image,
brand awareness is enhanced
by way of sales agents’ instore media in an attractive
and contemporary design,
coupled with ongoing research
and development on plant
species via “Biotechnology”
for innovative plant breeding
to support speedier and
accurate selection of species
for good quality seeds, with
high germination rate, vigour,
disease resistance and superior
yields with good taste in
response to market demands,
thereby reinforcing Chia Tai’s
determination in delivering
innovative agriculture to foster
food security and enhance
sustainable quality of life
for people across the
region.

Chia Tai's Chaiwut Sompan (left) and Chaiyapan Limpiwan
Furthermore, inside Chia Tia’s
most recent seed repackaging,
for the majority of its F1 Hybrid
seeds, Chia Tai introduces the
new seed coat, the so-called
“Shiny Purple”, which is more
superior in quality, to ensure
germination rate, vigorous trunk,
with ability to prevent disease
and sucking insects efficiently.
Following this modernised seed
repackaging, Mr. Chaiyapan
Limpiwan, Senior Vice President,
Seed Business of Chia Tai
Company Limited, says, “We
have continuously developed
our products and services to the
extent that we are well accepted
and trusted by farmers and
consumers. Nowadays, Chia Tai
has uplifted its product image
by way of seed repackaging and
name change from
Aeroplane Brand to
CHIA TAI SEED
Trusted
since

1921, yet jam-packed with
quality seeds to build trust from
groups of customers, farmers,
and consumers in Thailand
and overseas. Moreover, in
2021, Chia Tai seed business
is moving forward to develop
other products and services
to address the changing
market demand. All of which
is reinforcing Chia Tai’s
determination to become the
leader in agribusiness towards
a better and sustainable quality
of life.”
Packaging under the brand
of “CHIA TAI SEED Trusted
since 1921” is now available
nationwide at stores of seed
sales agents along with
special promotions for fellow
farmers in Thailand. Keep in
touch with our news and more
information about Chia Tai
seeds, visit Facebook: CHIA TAI
SEED www.facebook.com/
chiataiseed and Chia Tai’s
website: www.chiataigroup.
com
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Changing the world, one seed at a time
Asian Seed would like to congratulate APSA enterprise member, East-West Seed,
which was recently ranked 28 out of 53 in FORTUNE’s annual Change the World list of
global companies that are "doing well by doing good". Here, we speak with the leading
vegetable seed firm’s CEO, Bert van der Feltz, about the achievement and what else the
company has been up to.

Congratulations on another amazing
achievement. Can you tell us how
East-West Seed made the list?
FORTUNE’s annual “Change the World”
list is intended to showcase the power
of capitalism to improve the human
condition by identifying companies
that have made an important social
or environmental impact through their
profit-making strategy and operations.
Companies are ranked on four main
criteria:
1. Measurable social impact in terms
of the reach, nature, and durability of
the company's impact on one or more
specific societal problems.
2. Business results: the benefit the
socially impactful work brings to the
company.
3. Degree of innovation: how innovative
the company's effort is relative to that of
others in its industry and whether other
companies have followed its example.
4. Corporate Integration: how integral
the initiative is to a company's overall
strategy, and how well that strategy is
communicated through the ranks and
elsewhere.
The initial solicitation and assessment
of nominees are conducted in
partnership with the Shared Value
Initiative, a global platform for
organizations seeking business
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solutions to social challenges. A team
of journalists from FORTUNE then
investigates each of the candidates
independently. The final list is selected
and ranked by the editors of FORTUNE
based on the magazine’s own reporting
and analysis.
EWS was selected based on our
achievements ranked by the Access to
Seed Index, the World Food Prize and
importantly our continuous work and
dedication to improving the livelihood of
smallholder farmers.
Can you tell us how East-West Seed
has evolved since its inception?
I believe that profit and purpose can
work well together to create shared and
sustained value for shareholders and
stakeholders at large. The successful
evolution of EWS justifies this approach.
EWS is a global leader in the tropical
vegetable seeds market. Founded by
Dr. Simon Groot in 1982, winner of the
World Food Prize 2019, EWS' focus is
developing improved vegetable varieties
to help smallholder farmers increase
their production and incomes. EWS is
ranked #1 in the 2019 Global Access
to Seed Index, which recognizes
the commitment and performance
in providing the World's smallholder
farmers access to quality seeds.
The Founder’s philosophy of putting
more money in the pockets of farmers
through quality seeds and knowledge

on improved farming practices remain
at the heart of what we do and remain
our purpose. It has been the guiding
principle during these nearly 40 years
of EWS. Breeding for local markets are
providing locally-adapted seeds, we
have local R&D presence so we are able
to develop varieties that are suitable
with local consumer, climate, and pest /
disease conditions. Almost 40 years, we
have been expanding across geographic
territories covering almost all tropical
countries ranging from Guatemala to
Nigeria to Myanmar. The company has
grown through direct presence (10 main
markets, export to 60 markets) and
our work with smallholder farmers in
Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Indonesia,
Myanmar, Nigeria, Philippines, Tanzania,
and Uganda through training and
knowledge sharing.
In light of the current pandemic and
'new normal', how do you see the role
of smallholder farmers changing or
transforming?
Smallholder farmers represent the most
important sector in food production.
They are vital to food security and
nutrition, especially in developing
countries. They produce 70-80% of the
food supply and are the backbone of the
rural economy.
They have a critical role to play in
providing food to the world and ensuring
the adequate supply of agricultural
products, most importantly, during
the current pandemic as the world

population are becoming more concerned about their health
and food security. Their role is more important than ever
because the world continues to rely on them for food.
Furthermore, nutritious crops specifically should receive
greater attention from consumers and public health
organizations and that, because of that focus,
governments could provide the support that could
help more farmers grow more nutritious
food.
EWS also plays a critical role in making
that possible.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic took
place, we have continued to get our
vegetable seeds as close to smallholder
farmers as possible. Disruption of
vegetable farming could lead to
shortages of nutritious vegetables in
the near future. Vegetable farmers need
continued access to seeds and other
essential agriculture inputs.
Working together with other seed
companies, central and local
governments, we are doing our utmost to
get exemptions from lockdowns in order
to minimize the impact on farming and
protect the food chain.
Our teams, locally and around the
world, have taken actions to continue

“

The FORTUNE index is all about
companies that are doing well
while driving good change in the
world. That’s where FORTUNE
saw that we are reaching out to
smallholder farmers, supporting
them, and trying to improve their
livelihood, and that really made
us proud.

”

Bert van der Feltz,
CEO of East-West Seed
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Our model at East-West Seed proves
that you can make a real difference in
people’s lives while also operating a
successful business, the two do not
need to be mutually exclusive.
Bert van der Feltz,
CEO of East-West Seed

our mission to serve farmers during
the pandemic by providing seeds,
supporting communities our farmers
live in and keeping farmers connected
virtually.
The latter initiative helps farmers to be
able to reach out to our experts in any
farming issues or even reaching for
seeds supply to ensure and sustain the
food chain in the country.
How do you anticipate the situation
playing out, and what is EWS strategy
in 2021?

seeds, in 2020, we started various digital
initiatives. These digital initiatives are
aimed to keep farmers connected and to
provide them with the information they
need either by learning tools, webinars,
online meetings, knowledge and farming
techniques sharing. We will continue
to do so in 2021 especially in the areas
where the COVID-19 pandemic is still
present.
We will also keep our Knowledge
Transfer program running online and
offline as it is vital to support, build
relationships and connect with our
customers at the deepest levels.

The COVID-19 pandemic may stay
with us for a longer time than we would
expect especially in some countries.

Tell us about East-West Seed’s
Knowledge Transfer initiative

We continue to monitor the situation
carefully in all our markets. Even in
locations where restrictions are being
lifted, we remain vigilant with promoting
protective equipment and maintaining
social distancing guidelines. The safety
and health of our employees and farmers
remain our priority.

Farmers do the noble work of feeding
the world. But despite their skill and
hard work, the majority struggle to make
a decent living. By providing quality,
locally-adapted hybrid vegetable seeds
to farmers, our passionate, committed
community of employees is setting them
up to thrive economically.

Our work to support farmers will remain
unchanged in 2021 as we make sure we
continue to protect the food chain and
bring healthy and nutritious vegetables
to the world’s population.

Knowledge transfer is a managed
nonprofit initiative that seeks to improve
the skills, knowledge, and techniques
of farmers in the World's most rural,
underdeveloped regions. Equipped
with advanced agricultural practices,
these farmers earn bigger yields and
higher profits, which sets the stage

In addition to ensuring smallholder
farmers have access to our quality
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for long-term market development. As
more farmers adopt these practices, we
catalyze the development of competitive
input markets.
To enable wider outreach, we leverage
additional resources and collaborations,
the Knowledge Transfer team works
alongside committed and like-minded
partners like USAID, ISSD, UKAID,
Wageningen University, Solidaridad, and
Mercy Corps who share our vision of
healthier, more economically developed
rural communities working towards
transforming farming and bringing more
varieties of vegetables to more people.
The core principle of Knowledge
Transfer remains as focusing on
greenfield areas that are commercially
not (yet) sustainable for a for-profit seed
company. In the long-run, it provides a
win-win for all concerned.
East-West Seed dedicates 1.25% of its
sales profit for this initiative. About 150
staff train more than 100,000 farmers
directly each year in eight countries
in Asia and Africa. They aim to reach
millions more through other media, such
as crop guides translated into the local
languages and instructions accessible to
all education levels digitally via YouTube
and FB.

Click here to read the full interview
on APSA’s website.

Tianjin International Seed Expo
“Openness, innovation, cooperation and win-win” was the 2020 Tianjin International
Seed Industry Expo theme, held 15 - 17 October at the Social Mountain International
Conference Hotel in Xiqing District of Tianjin City.
Building on the success of
previous years – this year was
the Expo’s fourth edition –
Tianjin 2020 raised standards
higher, strengthened services,
provided comparison exhibits
of excellent vegetable
varieties sold at home and
abroad, and offered a forum
focused on seed industry
developments. The latter
covered interpretation of
protection and registration
systems for new plant
varieties, lawyerly viewpoints,
and other topics promoting
deep integration of science
and enterprise, and
application of research and
technological innovation.
The Tianjin Seed Expo’s
reputation and influence
are expanding domestically
and internationally as it has
become the largest seed
event in Northern China: while
figures for this year are not
yet available, the third Tianjin
International Seed Expo in
2019 hosted 1,156 exhibitors,

and saw 20,000 visitors to
booths inside the venue and
300,000 to the field demo.
Turnover was 1.16 billion yuan.
The event is co-organized
by the Tianjin Agricultural
Society, the Tianjin Seed
Industry Association, Tianjin
Xiqing District People’s
Government, and the Tianjin
Academy of Agricultural
Sciences.
Owing to ongoing
international concern over
covid-19, the scale of this
year’s Expo was limited,
with the organizers selecting
representative enterprises on
the basis of 1,150 companies
registered with the event last
year. The exhibition venue
covered 10,000 square
meters, with 600 booths, 700
registered seed companies
and 2,500 exhibitors – among
them many APSA members,
such as BASF, CAC, Tianjin
Tianlong Technology, Hybreq
International, CNUS, Winall

Hi-tech, Shanghai Wells,
Incotec, Wuhan Yafei and
others. The Expo included
an International Exhibition
area; the Tianjin Exhibition
area; and a Domestic Seed
Exhibition area.
In addition to offline seed
trading exchanges, the
organizing committee
conducted live broadcasts
of the opening ceremonies;
tastings; domestic and
international forums; exclusive
interviews with enterprise
principals; and offered
product recommendations.
Visitors unable to attend the
Expo in vivo were thus able
to go online at any time to
see conference activities;
find out which enterprises
were participating, who was

exhibiting; and to strengthen
their online exhibition and
promotion.
Precautions in place to
prevent virus spread and
ensure safety mandated
that delegates joining the
Expo present their Green
Health QR codes, then have
their temperatures taken.
Only after ascertaining that
everything was fine did
officials allow entry to the
building.
All were masked, of course,
but I met several old friends
for the first time this year –
and recognized them at a
glance.
Can you do that?
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Second Xingtai
International
Cruciferous
Vegetable Industry
Conference

and innovation of excellent germplasm,
meanwhile strengthening breeding
technology innovation. She said high quality
and resistance to multiple pests are the
main breeding objectives, and advocates
combining the efforts of research institutes
and seed enterprises.
Mr Zhang Quanjie
The Second Xingtai International
Cruciferous Vegetable Industry
Conference was held Oct 22 - 23 at the
Wanfeng Hotel in Xingtai City, Hebei
Province, in Northern China. The event
was organized jointly by the China
National Seed Trade Association, the
Hebei Seed Association and the Haidian
Seed Chamber of Commerce.
Following the October 22nd opening
ceremony, the Cruciferous Vegetable
Industry Summit Forum got underway:
morning speakers presented their views
on various aspects of the industry, from
advanced breeding technology to the
cruciferous seed industry’s current status.
Issues addressed included mechanization,
vegetable production, and market circulation
– affording the audience, in vivo and online,
a full understanding of the cruciferous seed
sector. Ten industry guests – representatives
from scientific research institutions and
well-known enterprises, as well as local stars
– shared cutting-edge industry trends and
offered advice on how best to develop the
cruciferous vegetable industry.
Mrs Tian Weihong, Secretary General of
the China National Seed Trade Association,
presided over the Forum, “focusing on
industry-university research”.
APSA member Mr Zhang Quanjie, Chairman
of Beijing Jewelry Seeds, in his presentation
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Mrs Tian Weihong
said that holding the cruciferous vegetable
conference strengthens the deep integration
of government, industry, research and
application, building an interactive exchange
platform for development of the whole
industry chain – from seed to dinner table.
It meanwhile facilitates creation also of an
international exchange platform to closely
integrate scientific research achievements
with the market, thereby bringing advanced
technologies and varieties from abroad.
The event, he said, likewise serves to
introduce China’s many excellent varieties
and technologies to more customers in the
international market.
Mr Shen Shuxing, President of Hebei
Agricultural University and Hebei’s Chief
Vegetable Expert, pointed out during his talk
that China’s ‘green vegetable production
mode’ saves water, chemicals, fertilizer and
labor, and is the future direction of vegetable
production.
China’s vegetable industry is in a critical
period of transformation and upgrading –
improving quality and efficiency – according
to Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences Institute of Vegetables and
Flowers researcher Mrs Yang Limei, an
expert on breeding cabbage genetics. To
meet the needs of the developing cabbage
industry, she said, it is necessary to
strengthen collection of planting resources

A presentation via video on Brassica
developments in Europe was made by Hu
Xuefeng, Associate Professor at Wageningen
University in the Netherlands. She explained
that, with the advent of gene editing,
breeding will rely more heavily on advanced
techniques: for example, use of molecular
markers is quite helpful in breeding,
accelerating the speed thereof, and breeding
better varieties.
Forum participation was limited to 150
persons, who kept their distance in
consideration of covid-19 risks. Others
watched the online live broadcast.
International audiences could listen in
English. Roughly 280,000 people watched
the Chinese-language broadcasts; 40,000
people the English channel.
Prior to the opening ceremony, on 21st
October, experts from academia and the
private sector (including representatives
of scientific research institutes, university
researchers, commercial breeding
entrepreneurs, promotional enterprises
and market circulation enterprises in China)
made their Selection of Exhibitor Varieties.
Selection was based on performance and
market demand. Some 2,000 varieties
were exhibited at the field demo, including:
Cabbage, Chinese Cabbage, Radish,
Broccoli, and Cauliflower. 31 experts divided
into five groups to select 21 varieties from the
cabbages; 16 from the radishes; 14 broccolis;
22 cauliflowers; and 11 varieties of Chinese
Cabbage.

Second Zhengzhou
Seed Industry Expo
From initial annual sales in the hundreds
of thousands of yuan to sales of up to
250 million yuan, APSA member Mr Hong
Jintiao, General Manager of Xiamen
Zhongxia Seeds, has overcome numerous
challenges, and he held listeners enthralled
while describing strategies he pursued
in transforming his company into one of
China's leading seed concerns.
Mr Li Wenyue, General Manager of Henan
Ouland Seeds and also an APSA member,
shared five true stories of his work and
enterprise, telling everyone how important
it is to stick to pursuing one's goal, to share
and to sacrifice.

The 2020 Second Zhengzhou Seed
Industry Expo and Fifth Zhongyuan
International Seed Science and
Technology Exhibition opened at the
Xinzheng Zhongyuan Land Exhibition
Vegetable Variety Science and
Technology Expo Park in Henan Province
of Central China on 24th October.
Xinzheng is a county-level municipality
in the Zhengzhou conurbation (pop.
10mn).
Zhengzhou is Henan's provincial capital
and is considered a cradle of Chinese
civilization.
Nearly 500 enterprises participated in the
exhibition, including the world's top ten
seed companies and the top 100 vegetable
seed enterprises in China (accounting for
93% of China's total seed sales). Some
6,000 new and excellent vegetable varieties
were displayed. Pavilions covering 10,000
square meters were built on the variety
display field, with 50 premium booths and
some 200 standard booths.
This year's New and Excellent Variety
Selection committee comprised more
than 50 senior experts from universities,
research institutes and enterprises around
the country. The committee was led by
Dr Xu Yong, chief scientist of the national
melon industry's technology section. After
careful consideration and full discussion of
their merits, the selection team chose 324
varieties for commendation, including 134
pepper varieties and 36 tomatoes.
APSA China Liaison Manager Mrs Li
Xiaofeng learned criteria for evaluating
good tomato varieties with Tomato Team
experts: selection of tomato varieties, she
was told, should focus on comprehensive
characteristics, mainly yield and quality.

Small tomato judges must also take into
account sugar content and taste. In this
year's exhibition, 757 varieties of large
tomatoes and 51 varieties of small tomatoes
were displayed.

Vegetables are a labor-intensive industry, so
many people want to save labor and effort,
explained Mr Han Jishu, chairman of Anxin
Seedlings, who told how his enterprise uses
digital technology to improve efficiency in
seedling production.

"How to better [get into exports and
thereby] 'go out' in the seed industry";
"What are the secrets of seed enterprise
management?"; and "How to make better
use of marketing to give full play to the
value of products" were topics covered
the afternoon of 24th October during the
Zhongyuan Seed Industry Forum. The
Forum was chaired by APSA member Mr
Jia Huibiao, General Manager of Shanghai
Wells Seed.

Among seed enterprises, he said,
mechanization rates are high -- but the
application rate of digital technology is
low. Perhaps 80% of the processing is still
done manually. But with a digital intelligent
nursery factory, processes are automated:
a data model is established; equipment
is trained to identify the status of each
node; and data generated by the Internet of
Things is converted into digital instructions
through analysis of big data. Control
by intelligent machinery and equipment
replaces people in completing production
tasks – thereby to achieve accurate control.
For example, the accuracy of the ordinary
seeder is about 90%; and there is replanting
and missed sowing, which requires
manual replenishment and elimination of
seedlings, resulting in considerable loss
for large seedling factories. Use of the
digital intelligent precision seeder, on the
other hand, through image recognition,
can achieve one-seed-per-hole accuracy,
saving seed expenditure and labor,
facilitating management, and greatly
reducing losses.

Chinese National Seed Trade Association
(CNSTA) Secretary-General Tian Weihong
said in her theme report, Opportunities
and Challenges for China's Seed Industry
to Go Global, that imports and exports
of vegetable seed in 2019 totaled some
US$224 million and US$116 million
respectively. She said China's exportoriented seed enterprises still face many
challenges, and put forward pertinent
suggestions for Chinese companies looking
to expand abroad.

Other business at this year's Zhengzhou
Seed Industry Expo included live broadcast
of activities such as the fresh food tasting
conference and online recommendation
of new and excellent varieties. Nearly
700,000 views and 1,500 transactions were
totaled. The Expo organizers built a Science
Popularization Demonstration hub and a
Citizen Sightseeing, Picking and Leisure
hub to promote construction of urban
eco-agricultural circles in Zhengzhou and
revitalization of the countryside.

The venue featured an indoor exhibition
hall and an outdoor variety exhibition
field area -- convenient for participants
to communicate and negotiate business
deals while observing the varieties.
Other exhibition business included: the
Zhongyuan Seed Industry Forum; the
Zhongyuan Fruit and Vegetable Taste
Conference; and the Zhongyuan Vegetable
Carving and Flower Arrangement Art
Exhibition. Live online broadcasts
afforded those at a distance opportunity
to participate and profit from new variety
recommendations.
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Sanya Nanfan: China ‘Silicon Valley’ of breeding
Plans to make the southern Chinese city of
Sanya in Hainan province (Sanya Nanfan)
an internationally-renowned off-season
breeding base are seeing fast fruition, a
forum revealed. Held 30 October, the Hainan
Free Trade Port Seed Industry Development
Forum was attended by esteemed
industrialists, academicians, scholars and
representatives of more than 20 scientific
research institutions. The forum’s theme
of "welcoming the new era of free trade,
innovative integration and development"
facilitated productive discussions on how
technological innovation systems would
enable Hainan to become what was pitched
a ‘Silicon Valley’ for off-season breeding.
"Organizing this forum shows that Hainan
Province has put the development of seed
industry and off-season breeding as an
important priority for the free trade port,"
said Dai Jingrui, academician of the Chinese
Academy of Engineering said in his speech.
“The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs
and Hainan Province are making every effort
to promote the construction of the off-season
Propagation Science and Technology City and

the transfer base for the introduction of global
animal and plant germplasm resources.”
Discussion in the forum’s dialogue session
centered on the advantages of Hainan’s Free
Trade Port for promoting the development of
biotechnology and the and and off-season
breeding sectors, from the perspective
of vegetables, field crops, livestock and
poultry, and in attaining the common goals of
industrialization, marketization, specialization,
intensification and internationalization.
Many opinions and suggestions were presented
with regards to systems and mechanisms for
utilizing both animal and plant germplasm
resources in the contexts of the Hainan
Free Trade Port policies and international
cooperation and trade.
Hainan has some unique advantages for seed
research activities, whether for facilitating offseason breeding, serving as a high-throughput
breeding base or providing a strong scientific
and technological innovation platform for the
seed industry. Of the more than 7,000 new
crop varieties that have been bred across

China, 80% have gone through off-season
propagation processes in Hainan, which has
enabled the breeding cycle to be shortened by
more than two-thirds.
Many esteemed crop breeders, researchers,
experts and scholars have worked and trained
in the southern Chinese breeding base, and
their subsequent work nationwide has made
possible the cultivation of a number of excellent
varieties of hybrid rice, compact corn and
transgenic insect-resistant cotton, for example.
An officer from Sanya municipal government
said that Sanya City, as an important city of the
off-season propagation industry, will continue
to focus on the construction of the off-season
propagation science, and positioning Sanya
as “technology city and the global animal and
plant germplasm resources transfer base, and
thus become an "off-season breeding Silicon
Valley" that integrates scientific research,
production, sales, scientific and technological
exchanges and achievements transfer into one
to serves the whole country.
In addition, as one of China’s free trade ports,
Hainan will make use of special policies to not
only attract investment, but promote systems
innovation, reform and strengthen plant variety
management and plant variety protection
systems, as well as to “innovate and establish
a new system of laws and regulations for the
seed industry.
“We will implement more open resource
management and a higher level of intellectual
property protection system, build a global
transit hub and trade system for the
introduction of germplasm resources, and
guide the seed industry to gather innovative
resources, technology, talents and capital, to
speed up the construction of Hainan Free Trade
Port,” the officer exclaimed.
Dr. Zhang Mengyu, past APSA president and
currently the Government Affairs Director at
Syngenta (China), said that his company has
a “very deep relationship” with off-season
breeding at Hainan Nanfan and had established
activities as soon as it was established.
“We look forward to building a leading Syngenta
breeding technology integration and innovation
center in Sanya, Hainan, to meet the diversified
needs of the market and farmers, and to speed
up the landing of Syngenta's technologies and
products in China. Hainan is obviously the most
ideal place.”
The day after the forum, some participants
visited the Yazhou Bay Science and Technology
City to learn about the preferential policies for
the introduction of enterprises in the Yazhou
Bay and the overall plan of the Science and
Technology City. Some enterprises expressed
interest investing and establishing activities
there. Stand by for further updates.
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Training the Trainers
UPOV-led course provides PVP and PBR fundamentals for Asian seed companies
More than 60 employees from some 30
APSA seed companies frequently polished
up their knowledge and understanding of
Plant Variety Protection (PVP) and Plant
Breeders’ Rights (PBR) under the UPOV
(Union for the Protection of New Varieties)
1991 Convention.
Held 6-8 October, the six-hour online course
included an introduction to and overview of
UPOV practices, definitions and concepts
related to PVP and PBR, extending to national,
global and regional trends, harmonization
protocols, systems and tools (UPOV’s PRISMA
and PLUTO, for example) and other timely and
practical topics such as Essentially Derived
Varieties (EDV).
The “Train the Trainers” themed course was led
by instructors from the UPOV, and co-organized
by APSA’s Working Group of Integrated
Vegetable Seed Companies (WIC) and Special
Interest Group for Field Crops (SIG-FC).
The session was opened with welcome remarks
from APSA Executive Director, Dr Kanokwan
Chodchoey:
“We are honored to have this opportunity
to work with UPOV to bring such important
knowledge to the seed industry. PVP is an
important topic for us and it is our wish that
participants will be able to learn as much as
possible from this course, and then spread their
newfound knowledge in their companies” said
Dr. Kanokwan. “This would not be possible
without the great support and recommendations
from our Working Group of Integrated Vegetable
Seed Companies or WIC, and we’re pleased
to extend participation to our Special Interest
Group for Field Crops, too.” she added
Next Dr. Sumitra Kantrong, APSA Executive
Committee member and Chair of the WIC
thanked and welcomed participants and
trainers:
She explained that the initiative was the first
in a planned series of ‘Train the Trainers’
knowledge- and capacity-building activities
planned by the WIC.
The objective, she noted, is to provide a
basis for establishing industry-wide accepted
protocol, guidelines and expectations, as
outlined in APSA’s recently drafted Code of
Conduct, which was signed by members of the
WIC and SIG Field Crops.
“I am quite pleased that this day has come.
I would like to thank all of the experts from
UPOV who made this possible, especially Ms.
Yolanda [Huerta, UPOV Legal Counsel] who
has provided so much support in planning this
initiative.”
Drafting a new Code of Conduct was one of the
first initiatives spearheaded by the WIC after
the group was formed in 2018. It emphasizes

the importance of PVP and PBR (Plant Breedig
Rights) in the breeding, innovation, production
and trade of quality seed.
Next, UPOV Vice Secretary-General, Mr. Peter
Button took the floor with an introduction to
his organization. Reviewing its history, trends
and objectives, he emphasized the growing
importance of developing and protecting
new plant varieties, especially with regard
to assuring food security since the mid 20th
century.
“After the end of the second world war, Europe
was struggling to feed itself, so the focus was
[on answering the question of] how ‘can we
improve our food security?”
He explained that ensuring food security is
why UPOV was developed, and the strategy to
promote technologies that enable farmers to
produce more food – in terms of both quantity
and quality – has proven successful through the
years.
The next topic was presented by Benjamin
Rivoire, Head of Seed Sector Cooperation
and Regional Development, who introduced
participants to UPOV’s PRISMA, an on-line tool
to assist in making plant variety protection (PVP)
applications to PVP Offices of participating
UPOV members.
Ben introduced the PRISMA website and
interface, and explained how applications were
made and how the tool effectively could save
much time and money for plant breeders and
their companies.
According to the presentation, as also relayed
on the PRISMA website, “35 UPOV members
participate in UPOV PRISMA, including the
European Union (CPVO) (European Union
operates a PVP system covering its 27 Member
States and until December 31, 2020, the United
Kingdom) and the African Intellectual Property
Organization (OAPI) (OAPI operates a PVP
system covering its 17 Member States).

One important clarification made during
discussion is that PRISMA is a tool to assist in
and thus expedite the registration processes
across participating UPOV jurisdictions.
Submitting and receiving a PVP in one
jurisdiction does not guarantee automatic
protection in all UPOV jurisdictions, as
applications must be submitted in each
jurisdiction. However, PRISMA makes this
process more harmonized and seamless,
assuming one already meets the requirements
for protection (e.g. novelty and DUS testing)
Presenting on the impacts of PVP in the AsiaPacific region, Mr. Manabu Suzuki, UPOV
Technical/Regional Officer (Asia) highlighted
specific benefits that UPOV has brought
to member countries, especially Japan,
South Korea and Viet Nam, where new PVP
applications continue to excel, reflecting strong
market and biological diversity. Ms. Yolanda
Huerta presented on a number of key technical
topics, including introductions to the Essentially
Derived Varieties (EDVs) concept, as well as
PBR exceptions under the UPOV convention,
including that for farm saved seeds.
Aside from presentations, the course facilitated
strong recipricol engagement through Q&A and
break-out sessions, as well as pre- and postassignments.
Members who completed the course and
all requirements were granted a certificate
from APSA and UPOV. Participants have
been encouraged to share their new-found
knowledge with colleagues at their companies
and may be invited by APSA to share their
experiences in future discussions and technical
sessions.
To complement on the success of this Train
the Trainers course, APSA’s WIC and other
technical committees plan to offer more
capacity-building courses and activities. Keep
abreast via apsaseed.org.
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Evolution & Revolution
of the Seed Supply Chain

F

ar too often in the seed trade, uncontrollable losses occur: a
seed-lot is held up in transit, lost overseas, re-routed, seized or
unnecessarily subjected to plant quarantine, costly treatment and
lab tests – problems that, in the end, are laid to human error or
confusion. While delay can be minimized by keeping abreast of import/
export requirements and paperwork, lack of transparency and lastminute rule changes sometimes defeat even the best laid plans. The good
news is that such issues may soon be a thing of the past.
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Advances in digital
tracing, supply chain
technology, and international
harmonization efforts
greatly reduce the chance
for human error or bias
and provide mechanisms
facilitating transparency

and accountability. On
the following pages, we
review the digital tracing
technologies most
concerned with seed
and agricultural industry
supply chains, including:
an overview of product and

inventory management tools
(barcodes, QR codes and
RFID); distributed ledgers,
database optimization and
integration via the Block
Chain and related systems;
and examples of how these
systems are implemented.
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S

eed Supply Digitization

Seeing the Light

The seed supply chain has been utilizing
digital product tracing technology for
many decades already. Though the
concept of optical scanners – which
utilize light to identify symbols assigned
to a unique product unit – has been
in trial and development since as
early as the 1930s, it wasn’t until the
introduction of the Universal Grocery
Products Identification Code (UGPIC) by
Logicon Inc in 1970 did the technology
start to become practical for inventory
and supply chain management. The
UGPIC was the basis for the Universal
Product Code (UPC), introduced in 1973
by IBM and later developed into the
bars-and-stripe format still widely used
to this day. For a more detailed history
of bar-codes, see this article.
Aside from being affixed to seed packets
to log and trace retail sales, bar codes
have also been widely used for seed
inventory and distribution management.
However, as many inventory managers
and retail clerks can attest, the bar-code
system has a number of key limitations.
Chief among these is the limited amount
of information a barcode can encode, a
maximum of roughly 20 alphanumeric
characters. This is sufficient for a basic
product code or brief description, but
not much more. Furthermore, scanning a
barcode requires very close proximity of
the scanner, which needs a direct lineof-sight to be read the code from left to
right. Interference, and even the slightest
of wrinkle or damage to a barcode may
make it unreadable. Certainly you can
recall a time in a checkout line when
the clerk had great difficulty scanning a
product barcode, finally having to revert to
manually inputting the assigned product
code into the register. Now imagine a
store-room that contains 10,000 seed lots.
Even if only 1% of assigned bar codes
were unscannable, that’s 100 codes of
frustration that no inventory manager
would find joy dealing with.
To address aforementioned limitations,
starting in the early 1990s, Japanese
automotive component manufacturer,
Denso Corporation, began developing
a more versatile and dynamic code
that could better serve the needs of
industry, and eventually consumers.
The objectives for the new code:
be able to contain thousands of
characters, and not just Roman
alpha-numeric characters, but special
characters like Kanji and Kana (of the
Japanese script). Moreover, the new
code should be scannable from multiple
angles – not limited to the left-to-right
paradigm.
Enter the Quick Response or QR
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Barcodes are widely used to trace seed R&D, production and inventory alike. Photo: APSA file

Code, which revolutionized Japanese
manufacturing after it was introduced
in 1994, before being rolled out to the
general public of Japan by 2002. (Read
more about the history of QR code
here) Today, these codes are found
everywhere worldwide. In fact, all new
smartphones come with automatic
QR code reader applications, and they
are virtually free for anyone to create –
widely used to facilitate and trace retail
transactions, promotions, and indeed,
all aspects of the agriculture and seed
supply chains, including inventory
management. Following are several
examples of how QR code tracing is
already being applied in seed supply
chains in the region:

QR Case: China

As previously reported in Asian Seed
Volume 23, a regulation of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural Affairs effective
since January 1, 2017, has mandated
that all individual seed packets traded or
sold in China contain a unique QR code.
The “QR Code Rules for Crop Seed
Labels” regulation was mandated by the
Chinese Government as part of efforts to
improve traceability of all crop seeds and
eradicate their illegal trade in accordance
with strict regulations of the recently
amended Seed Act. According to Section
9 of the law, violating label requirements
may incur fines of between RMB2,000
($289) and 20,000 ($2,894) per instance.
Moreover, goods deemed as “fake” or
“illegal” may be subject to seizure and
confiscation. Read the full story starting
on page 12 here.

QR Case: India

India’s Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare has also jumped on the
bandwagon recently, implementing trials
of a QR coding system for cotton seed
packets in all the country’s States since
the mid-2019 kharif season. The trials are
part of efforts to implement a national-level
online seed certification system, based

on the successful model of the Telangana
State Seed Certification Agency (TSSOCA)
which has been implementing an online
traceability and certification scheme in
Telangana since 2016. The nationwide
scheme will begin to utilize QR codes
for cotton seed packets, initially, while
also utilizing bar codes for other types of
seeds. According to local media reports,
the Bar and QR coding “would have
the details of seed producer and seed
testing”, facilitating seed origin tracing
that would help to “reduce spurious seed
sales.”

QR Case: Thailand

The Kingdom’s Rice Department is
bringing quality rice seeds into a QR
code tracing scheme spearheaded
by the National Bureau of Agricultural
Commodity and Food Standards: The
“QR Trace On Cloud” initiative, which
aims to bring modern, digital traceability
to the Kingdom’s agricultural commodity
supply chain, is utilizing QR codes in
the production chain tracing of fruit,
vegetables and other essential products
and commodities. As revealed in a recent
article in local media here, Thailand’s
Rice Department is now providing
training on QR-code traceability to
officials at 28 Rice Seed Centers around
the country, in addition to farmers and
representatives of 24 community-level
rice seed production bases. The scheme
will also integrate other quality production
standards, including Good Agricultural
Practices (GAP) and Q-mark certification.

Lasers to Radio Waves

But wait, there’s more! If Barcodes were
to be considered the first generation, and
QR codes, the second, then a third and
superior generation of digital, wireless
scanning standards is taking off through
RFID – Radio Frequency Identification.
As small as a single grain of rice, an
RFID chip doesn’t need any visibility
or line of sight to be scanned and read

An APSA member examines seed canister tag and trace processes at a factory in France. Such processes still rely on human coordination, for now.

instantly, but can be detected and read
from many tens of meters away – even
if hidden, capable of being embedded
into a small tag, inside a package or even
under a layer of human skin! As its name
suggests, it utilizes invisible radio waves
to communicate information. And just like
QR code, it can encode many thousands
of standard and dynamic characters of
information. But much more advanced
than the QR code, not only does an RFID
tag need not to be visible or in very near
proximity to work, but the chip or tag is
rewritable, meaning it can be updated,
re-used without ever producing a new
tag. In the seed industry, the benefits
and applications for such technology are
endless, so expect to see more utilization
of RFID scanning across the supply
and value chains: from the inventory
management side, where thousands of
lots will be instantly tagged and scanned
as quickly as they are loaded/offloaded
from a truck or conveyor belt – to actual
points of distribution and retail, where
all a customer has to do is to literally
walk into and out of a check-out zone to
confirm his/her contactless, interactionless transaction. Such a future is just
around the corner.
Now that we’ve covered the basics in
data scanning technology, next, let’s
look at how all that information is/can be
optimally organized and exchanged using
the latest in digital database technology.

Blockchain Beckons

Supply chain management is becoming
increasingly more convenient, automated,
efficient and transparent thanks to
digitally-integrated database technologies,
standards and systems – especially those
that utilize the “blockchain”. Scour the
internet and you’re sure to find many
definitions and explanations of this term
and concept. Merriam Webster defines
blockchain simply as:

“a digital database containing information
(such as records of financial transactions)
that can be simultaneously used and
shared within a large decentralized,
publicly accessible network.”
In the context of food and agriculture,
several familiar international authorities
have actively been discussing the
implications of this new technology and
how it is, and will be applied to imrpove
supply chain management.
On page 111 of a 2019 Status Report
on “Digital Technologies in Agriculture
and Rural Areas” by the Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), blockchain is cited as an
example of “a promising technology in
the area of value chains”, described as
a type of distributed ledger technology
(DLT), with several promising applications
in agriculture, including in supply chains
traceability, land registrations, agricultural
insurance systems, digital IDs and food
safety and security.”
According to the OECD’s Global
Blockchain Policy Centre, “Blockchain
and its underlying distributed ledger
technology have the potential to
fundamentally transform a wide range of
industries and markets.”
The centre, which organizes the Global
Blockchain Policy Forum – the most
recent and third edition of which
was held 16-20 November, this year
– includes both public and private
sector representation, including from
the UN’s International Plant Protection
Commission or IPPC.

Decentralization

The IPPC has specifically been engaging
the aforementioned forum on how
blockchain could be used to increase
transparency and traceability for its

ePhyto Solution, which currently utilizes
centralized database platforms (the Hub
and GeNS) to manage and track the
exchange of electronic phytosanitary
certificates – which are essential in the
international trade of plants and seeds
– across its network of National Plant
Protection Organizations or NPPOs.
An important distinction to make about
blockchain databases is their peer-topeer or decentralized nature: unlike
conventional database stored on a
central server, blockchain data is stored
and maintained using distributed ledger
technology or DLT: entire copies – or
in some cases, parts or “bits” – of the
database are distributed across many
nodes or servers. This not only assures
the integrity of the overall dataset, but
could make access to, and exchanges
with it more efficient. Not only is it
impractical to scrupulously alter records
(as you would have to do so on every
single block in the ledger), the dataset
is essentially backed up every time
a new action is logged and verified:
Should any one server or node in the
network become corrupted or fail, the
overall integrety of the database would,
theoretically, be kept in tact.
For these reasons, perhaps it shall
not be long before the blockchain and
DLT facilitate the exchange of all seed
regulatory compliance documents,
including phytosanitary certificates, via
the ePhyto Solution, for example.
Indeed, the utilization of blockchain in
the exchange of vital documents such
as phytosanitary certificates promises to
bring more efficiency, accountability and
transparency to international trade. One
pilot use case is in the trade of apples
between New Zealand and the European
Union, in which the exchange of ePhyto
certificates was recorded on a blockchain
ledger, accessible by exporters, importers
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and respective NPPOs. For more info
on this pilot, see this. Moving forward,
expect to see more trials and case
studies for agricultural goods, including
for, no doubt, seeds.
Next, let's look at some more specific
applications and examples of blockchain
and DLT in food and agriculture supply
chain management.

IBM Food Trust

Spearheading efforts for blockchain
innovation and diffusion across farm
and food supply chains globally is none
other than IBM; the same multinational
technology and consulting company
that developed the UPC standard
for barcodes in the early 1970s, has
more recently developed the Food
Trust blockchain platform, specifically
designed and customizable for agrofood actors to be able to track and
trace produce and products within their
respective production, supply and value
chain networks.
According to a promotional flyer, its
platform creates “a secure, shared, and
permissioned record of transactions …”
which “enables unprecedented visibility
during each step of the food supply chain
…” achieving “new levels of trust and

transparency, making food safer and
smarter from farm to fork.”
Highlighting what’s possible in the realm
of Quality Assurance for fresh vegetable
supply chains, the platform has been
successfully utilized by leading groceryretailers, Walmart and Albertsons, in
keeping a tight watch on their respective
lettuce supply chains. Specifically, it
enables the corporations to track the
source of an e-coli contamination, for
example, or at the very least, the grower of
a particular crop in question “in a matter of
seconds”.
According to news reports, conventional,
centralized paper-based database
tracking systems might have required up
to a week to identify a source farm.
The respective blockchain ledgers of
Walmart and Albertsons cannot be
accessed by the general public; Utilizing
DLT, real-time access is granted on a
permission basis amongst a network
of production and supply side actors:
namely, the growers, processors, packers
and store inventory managers.
The platform, however, is customizable
and can be enabled across the entire
value chain, as its flyer suggests – from
farm to fork. An example of this is how

French retailer, Carrefour, has utilized
the platform. The company is reportedly
the first (multinational retailer) to utilize
it commercially, starting with poultry
since March 2018. Today it integrates
dozens of types of produce – from fruits
and vegetables to dairy products, eggs
and meat – into a publicly accessible
blockchain ledger; by scanning a
QR code, a distributor, manager or
customer can instantly read a wide
array of information about the produce
or products, including date of harvest,
location of cultivation, the owner of the
plot, when it was packed, what, if any
production standards and treatments
were applied, and even supplementary
information, such as food recipes and
special promotions.
For more details on aforementioned
blockchain applications, see this
article for Walmart and this article for
Albertsons, and this for Carrefore.
Aside from these examples,
blockchains based on the IBM Food
Trust platform are being utilized
by a growing consortium of global
food chain producers, suppliers and
distributors, including Dole, Driscoll’s,
Kroger, Nestle, Tyson and Unilever.
See IBM Food Trust website here.

In these extraordinary
times, our thoughts go
to our Customers,
Employees, Colleagues
in the Seed Industry and
to the Communities
where we operate.
Wishing you and yours
good health and looking
forward to the time when
we can visit you again
in person .

www.hmclause.com
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Aside from benefiting international
and industrial-scale supply chains,
blockchain has also found a strong
use-case for streamlining supplychain exchanges and trade in local
marketplaces. One example can be
found on the southwestern coast of
India.

Agrochain: Kerala

A priority of the Indian State over the
past few years has been to utilize new
digital solutions to connect producers of
farm products with consumers and thus
“streamline purchase and distribution
network of milk, vegetables and fish” (see
article here). One award-winning project
seeing fruition for this is Agrochain,
a blockchain-powered marketplace
developed by technology students
from the Indian Institute of Information
Technology and Management-Kerala.
Using the decentralized application
(DAPP), farmers can register and list
their crops and expected yields. Not
only can end-user consumers track and
purchase the crops, but it is also possible
for investors to buy agro-bonds, which
helps to fund cropping cycles. All activity
– from sowing and standards compliance
to processing, and harvest, is recorded
and tracked on a distributed public
ledger, facilitating transparency, trust and
credibility
Food Trust and Agrochain represent only
the tip of the proverbial ice berg for what

is possible with blockchain. Every day,
new projects and start-ups that utilize
blockchain / DLT are being launched.
Following are several more interesting
applications in the scope food and
agriculture from across the region.

Food Rationing (Jordan)
The World Food Programme’s “Building
Blocks” initiative has been using
blockchain to deliver food assistance
more effectively to tens of thousands of
Syrian and Palestinian refugees.

The scheme which was first piloted in
2017 at Jordan’s Azraq camp, enables
refugees to “pay for their food by means
of entitlements recorded on a blockchainbased computing platform.” According to
this press release, “the ledger records
transactions in a secure manner that
cannot be changed. It allows any two
parties to transact directly, and removes
the need for third-party intermediaries
such as banks.” WFP’s system works
utilizing biometric registration data from
the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR): Refugees obtain
their rations from “local supermarkets
in the camp by using a scan of their eye
instead of cash, vouchers or e-cards,”
which is all tracked on a blockchain. For
more information on the system, visit the
WFP website here.

Tokenized Trace (Vietnam)
TE-FOOD – which was started in 2016

and which has bases in Ho Chi Minh
City, Viet Nam; Albstadt, Germany; and
Budapest, Hungary – describes itself as
“the world’s largest publicly accessible,
farm-to-table food traceability solution.”
According to its website, it serves
6,000+ business customers, and handles
400,000 business transactions each day.
It has achieved strong penetration in Viet
Nam’s agro-food supply chains, working
with a number of regional and multinational corporations on blockchain
supply chain integration projects there,
including with the CP Group, Lotte
Mart, Big C, Auchan, Grain Corp and
JAPFA, among others. Aside from this,
what also makes TE Food unique and
even attractive as an investment is the
tokenized utility for its “FoodChain”,
which, according to leading crypto
currency website, CoinMarketCap.
com., “is a public permissioned
blockchain, which enables both supply
chain participants and the consumer
community to maintain masternodes to
decentralize traceability information.”
This is facilitated through the issuing of
TFD tokens, which are licensed as ERC20 tokens on the Ethereum platform,
and which enable users of TE-FOOD's
ecosystem to perform their activities:
“All individuals and organizations
need to possess a certain number of
TFD licence tokens to use TE-FOOD's
ecosystem.” Publicly traded, the token
can also be purchased by the general
public as a speculative investment.
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(Disclaimer: this does not constitute
investment advice and readers need to
exercise their own discretion).

Capital Building: AP

After the bifurcation in 2013 of Andhra
Pradesh into two States – Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh, respectively – the
government of the latter had the tall task
of pooling more than 21,000 hectares of
land to build its new capital, Amaravati,
starting in 2014. Had the government
relied on the infamous paper-based land
registry system of India – plagued by
inefficient, redundant and painstaking
transcription practices, prone to fraud
and dispute – perhaps the capital’s
construction would never had broken
ground; however, thanks to an initiative to
use blockchain to facilitate and track land
barter deals between the government
and farmers, land pooling efforts proved
seamless, and the new capital was built
with impressive speed. Now officially five
years old as a State capital, the greater
metropolitan of Amaravati is home to
some 5.8 million residents – many the
families of farmers living on newlyallocated plots of land all tracked and
traced on a blockchain. Read more here

Potent Potential

The above examples represent only
the tip of the proverbial iceberg for
what is possible with data exchange
and distributed ledger technologies
like blockchain. Use-cases covered in
this article focused on the streamlining
and modernizing of supply-chain
management, the facilitation of product
and produce transaction traceability
and transparency, and a little bit on
production and trade systems and
standards compliance. Beyond this,
there are other strong use-cases
for blockchain and DLT in food and
agriculture, which shall also play a
pivotal role in the transformation of
modern trade systems, including for
seeds. The use of “smart contracts”
on the blockchain, for example, make it
possible to automate the execution of
specified actions once certain terms or
conditions in an agreement are met and
logged on the ledger.
This has the potential to drastically
streamline all transactions and exchanges
by removing unwarranted bias or human
error from the equation, and thus making
accountability automatic. Blockchainbased instant payment gateways and
settlement solutions, likewise, will greatly
reduce if not eliminate deal execution
processing delays while making
conventional middlemen – financial
institutions, escrow agencies and clearing
house mechanisms – redundant and
unnecessary. Nonetheless, adapting to
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The World Food Programme's 'Building Blocks' utilizes blockchain technology that integrates
biometric data to facilitate the effective rationing of groceries for refugees in Jordan and Syria.

HAND IN HAND: An officer screens a participant at the entrance to the Tianjin Seed Expo last
October. Digital, wireless screening and scanning technology and platforms will increasingly be
used to trace and monitor the movements of all living entitities, including seeds and humans.

the "new ways" of doing business may
not be smooth for all, and as the seed
industry continues to consolidate and
adapt to the "new normal" – adopting
new tools, technologies and norms
for trade and compliance, there will
undounntedly many "growing pains"

in store. Nonetheless, as many o’ wise
men and women have echoed: Change
should not to be feared, but embraced.
Whether this mean riches for the early
adopters, time will tell, but one thing that
is certain that ahead is the only
way forward.

Foreign Direct Investment Updates:
China, India, Japan and South Korea
In the last issue of Asian Seed (Volume 26, Q3 issue), we reviewed FDI laws and
policies for six ASEAN counries. In this follow up installment, we provide summaries
on the general FDI policies on four leading agricultural countries: China, India, South
Korea and Japan.

China

Laws & Regulations: The Foreign Investment Law, 2020, together with the
2020 Special Administrative Measures for Foreign Investment (Negative List)
and the Catalogue of Encouraged Industries for Foreign Investment (Encouraged
Industries Catalogue) make up the main legal framework for FDI in China, and
provide reference for which business activities are prohibited, restricted or
permitted for foreign investment. Though 100% foreign ownership in many
sectors is possible, investors in ‘restricted’ categories may need to invest
through joint ventures, and may also need Ministry of Commerce approval.
Also, it is prohibited to invest in R&D, breeding and planting of “rare varieties”
in China, and producing relevant reproductive materials (including fine genes of
planting industry, animal husbandry, and aquaculture), and it is also prohibited
to invest in the breeding or production of genetically modified crops, livestock,
aquatic fingerlings, and seeds or seedlings.
Foreign Cap: Aside from said restrictions, 100% foreign equity is possible for
most agricultural ventures (including seed), but a maximum 49% if for maize
and up to 66% for wheat related ventures, and in Free Trade Zones (FTZs), up to
66% foreign equity ownership is allowed in both wheat and maize ventures.

TM

TM
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India

Laws & Regulations: The Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999, umbrellas more than
a dozen active regulations that cover the various rules and procedures for FDI in India;
furthermore, FDI is also subject to provisions of the Prevention of Money Laundering
Act (2002) and the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 2010, as well as the Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Rules, 2011. FDI is generally possible through two routes:
investments through the government, which require government approval, and investments
through the “automatic route”.
Foreign Cap: 100% FDI is possible for development and production of seeds and planting
material, in addition to investments in floriculture, horticulture, apiculture and cultivation of
vegetables and mushrooms under controlled conditions, animal husbandry, fish farming,
aquaculture, under controlled conditions, and other services related to agriculture and its
allied sectors (source)

Laws & Regulations: The Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act (FEFTA) is the primary
legislation governing FDI in Japan. Although the latest amendments of the act and
associated enforcement ordinances came into effect in May this year (2020), there are no
changes to regulations on FDI in the area of agriculture including the seed sector. Foreign
investors in a Japanese company may be required to submit official notification upon
the acquisition of shares in a Japanese company (if equal to or more than 1% of listed
companies, or any amount of shares if company not listed), and depending on the sector
and business, may be subject to advance-notice, and additional screening processes,
conditions or restrictions. Seed sector investment activities must also comply with Japan’s
Plant Variety Protection and Seed Act and its enforcement regulations, especially with
regard to Intellectual Property provisions.

Japan

Foreign equity: Though generally Japan’s foreign investment policy has been considered
liberal in accordance with its obligations as an OECD member, and there are no explicitly
stated foreign equity caps overtly mentioned in the law, restrictions or conditions apply
to foreign investment in certain "Designated Businesses" and "Core Businesses". The
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries sector including seed companies is classified as
“Designted Business” and “Non-Core Business”, therefore the foreign investor in this sector
needs to file a prior notice. More info on such conditions here. Specific inquiries for seed
sector investment can be made directly to the “Invest Japan MAFF” via their website here.

Korea

Laws & Regulations: The Foreign Investment Promotion Act (initially
enacted in 1999 and most recently amended in 2017) is the legislation
governing FDI in the Republic of Korea, whereas regulations and decrees
that specify restricted categories of business, and associated conditions
and restrictions,include the Rules on Foreign Investment (2016) and
Consolidated Public Notice for Foreign Investment.
Foreign Equity: Foreign ownership ratio caps apply to certain restricted
categories of business, as denoted under the Korean Industrial
Classification Code. Only three such categories are specific to agriculture
-- two restricted and one regulated: farming of beef cattle (01212) and
inshore and costal fishing (03112) businesses are limited to a foreign
investment ratio of 50%. And though growing of cereal crops and
other crops for food (01110) is considered a regulated category, only
businesses involving the growing of rice and barley are prohibited to
foreign investment. Other types of food crops businesses, including seed
production, therefore, are open to foreign investment, though approval
from the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs may be required.
For specific queries on foreign investment policies and opportunities in the
Republic of Korea, please contact KOTRA via their website.
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DISCLAIMER: The information
above is intended as a general
starting reference, and does not
substitute legal advice. Asian Seed
& Planting Material and APSA does
not guarantee the accuracy or
timeliness of the content, and thus
take no responsibility whatsoever
on any actions of readers based on
this article. Potential Investors in the
seed sectors of the above counties
should contact representatives from
the respective seed associations. This
contact information is available to
APSA members via our Membership
Directory.
Stand by for more coverage on FDI
policies and news in the APSA region.

www.thekiban.com

THE BEGINNING

ANSEONG R&D COMPLEX (KOREA) T. +82-31-785-9000

E. thekiban@thekiban.com

CHIANGMAI R&D COMPLEX (THAILAND) T. +6652-010151
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APSA and ISTA ink MoU for
_
‘best seed’ in Asia Pacific
The Asia and Pacific Seed Alliance (APSA) and the International Seed Testing
Association (ISTA) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) “to
facilitate collaborative projects to strengthen seed research and training
initiatives and promote seed testing programs and the ISTA accreditation
system in the Asia Pacific region”.
Top left: Mr Tahir
Saleemi, APSA
President, top right: Dr
Kanokwan
Chodchoey, APSA
Executive Director,
bottom left: Dr Andreas
Wais, ISTA
Secretary General,
bottom right: Dr Florina
Palada, ISTA Head of
Accreditation &
Technical Department.

Because of ongoing
international restrictions on
travel and meeting,the MoU
was formalized recently via
an online ceremony, which
facilitated signing by ISTA
Secretary General Dr
Andreas Wais and APSA
President Mr Tahir Saleemi.
Signing as witnesses were
Dr Florina Palada (ISTA
Head of Accreditation and
Technical Department)
and Dr Kanokwan (May)
Chodchoey (APSA
Executive Director).

Agriculture to organize a
Seed Quality Management
Seminar for some 100
quality assurance personnel
representing both seed
companies and government
agencies from throughout
the region. The seminar
was followed by a Seed
Vigor Testing workshop for
lab and field seed science
technicians. (See story in
Asian Seed Magazine here
and Seed Testing
International here for more
details)

Establishing a basis for future
public-private-partnership
collaboration, the agreement
formalizes a well-established
working
relationship between APSA
and ISTA, which has gained
momentum in recent years.

Partnering in such activities
which facilitate capacitybuilding, and the exchange
of information and technical
expertise in seed science,
technology and testing
methods – is the essence of
the MoU.

In February of this year the
two organizations joined
Thailand’s Department of

“The seed industry sector
is one of the important
stakeholders in ISTA,” said Dr
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Wais, “as uniformity in seed
testing is an important
factor to ensure seed quality
in a way that all parties
involved in seed trade follow
the same rules.”

and communicate that their
product is of the highest
international standards.

Commented Mr Tahir
Saleemi: “I have great
pleasure in knowing that
this agreement shall serve
to fortify and formalize an
already-strong relationship
between our two esteemed
organizations. APSA and
ISTA’s relationship goes back
many years.

Dr Kanokwan added: “This
MoU represents a pledge by
the seed industry to improve
seed quality systems in the
region, and serves APSA’s
mission to sustainable
agriculture through the
production and trade of
quality seeds for the world.”

“Through our members,
APSA has been associated
with ISTA since our founding
and some of our legacy
members have worked with
ISTA long before that. Most of
our members are directly or
indirectly involved
in the international seed
trade, and ISTA plays a major
role in helping them to assure

“This is only the first step of
many more ahead.”

Dr Wais mentioned in his
keynote, that “nowadays
a great number of APSA
members are also ISTA
members and most of them
are accredited to issue
ISTA Orange International
Certificates for Seed Trade.
Both of us, APSA and ISTA,
believe, that this is the key
to ensure safe trade of highquality seed, not only in the

Asia-Pacific region, but also
outside this area.”
Within a short period
thereafter, he explained, “the
result of tests using the ISTA
rules were accepted worldwide.” He further noted that,
as time became a more
and more important factor
in trade, ISTA 25 years ago
opened membership to
industrial and third-party labs,
complementing government
lab membership. One year
later ISTA’s accreditation
system for laboratory
members was introduced.
The latter, he noted,
keeps accreditation and
development of ISTA
rules for seed sampling and

testing under member-state
governance. That, he said, “is
helping with acceptance of
the results obtained by
accredited ISTA laboratory
members world-wide.”
Dr Wais said the Asia - Pacific
Region has become, over the
last decade, one of the areas
where ISTA needed to grow
– something possible only
with assistance from regional
trade associations such as
APSA. ISTA is looking
forward, he said, to more
regional projects and closer
cooperation with APSA: “This
is a strategic priority of ISTA,”
he observed – one that will
soon become increasingly
visible to the outside world.
He said ISTA was fortunate in

having APSA as regional
partner because the two
organizations share similar
interests, and expects the
MoU will be the start of many
projects in Asia together with
APSA and a basis for further
expansion of ISTA in the Asia
- Pacific Region.
Dr Palada added that, “this
is a remarkable day for both
our organizations,” and
said she strongly believes
signing of the memorandum
will deepen and extend the
already existing collaboration
between the two associations
in order to achieve shared
objectives.
Founded in 1994, initially
as the Asia and Pacific

Seed Association, APSA is
the world’s largest regional
seed association in terms
of member countries and
territories. Its Secretariat
has bases in Singapore and
Bangkok.
Headquartered in Zurich,
Switzerland, ISTA is a leading
global authority in seed
science and technology that
has developed and validated
internationally-recognized
seed testing methods since
1924.
“When ISTA was founded
nearly a hundred years ago,”
said Dr Wais, “harmonization
of rules enabled laboratories
to have comparable and
mutually acceptable results.”

Follow our partnership via the
following hashtags:
#ISTAandAPSA
#bestseed2gether
Visit ISTA’s website here
Click here to view
the full video online
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H1 Seed trade trends: 2020 vs 2019
Asian Seed has extensively reported on the impact of Covid-19 on the AsiaPacific seed industry. Though our coverage has mostly provided qualitative
insights through a series of surveys and seminars, we are now pleased to
present here some quantitative data from preliminary official trade figures on
the international trade in vegetable seeds, including imports to, and exports
from, more than a dozen countries and territories in the APSA region.
From the data set analyzed herein –
which compares quantities and values
of consignments reported during the
first six months of 2020 and 2019 – we
get a clearer picture of how vegetable
seed trade has been affected.
The figures (see disclaimer at end)
highlight a number of peculiar trends
in the regional vegetable seed trade –

those declared under the Harmonized
System (HS) prefix of 1209, which
includes sowing seeds of most types
of edible vegetables, but excluding
leguminous, oleaginous and staple field
crops. (We’ll look to cover those in a
future issue)
Data through June, 2020 was logged
by 15 countries and territories in the

Avg. Trade Values for Veg Seed (HS 1209): US$ / tonne
Country - Year
Australia -2019
Australia - 2020
New Zealand - 2019
New Zealand - 2020
China - 2019
China - 2020
S Korea - 2019
S Korea - 2020
Japan - 2019
Japan - 2020
Thailand - 2019
Thailand - 2020
Turkey - 2019
Turkey - 2020
Country - Year
Australia - 2019
Australia - 2020
New Zealand - 2019
New Zealand - 2020
China - 2019
China - 2020
Japan - 2019
Japan - 2020
S Korea - 2019
S Korea - 2020
Thailand - 2019
Thailand - 2020
Turkey - 2019
Turkey - 2020

Jan

$5,446
$4,452
$13,627
$16,416
$5,153
$0
$1,087
$1,605
$15,529
$10,329
$36,527
$13,659
$15,717
$4,194

Jan

$4,773
$4,691
$2,217
$2,349
$20,416
$0
$111,298
$74,452
$124,165
$72,286
$88,433
$33,948
$4,186
$1,839

IMPORTS
Feb

$3,851
$3,992
$10,257
$10,764
$7,883
$0
$4,675
$725
$11,664
$15,513
$11,168
$49,849
$8,518
$5,544

EXPORTS
Feb

$5,901
$4,256
$2,249
$2,034
$14,491
$0
$67,528
$117,969
$118,720
$86,374
$11,792
$10,868
$4,476
$1,955

Mar

$5,174
$3,751
$16,410
$12,093
$6,506
$6,154
$669
$2,836
$18,000
$12,997
$35,282
$41,435
$7,962
$2,023

Mar

$6,960
$6,458
$2,261
$1,936
$17,901
$21,244
$135,285
$111,263
$75,907
$74,821
$12,635
$12,081
$5,029
$4,427

Apr

$7,263
$6,464
$11,390
$46,548
$5,367
$6,392
$1,281
$2,927
$1,458
$18,024
$34,043
$11,421
$5,432
$9,701

Apr

$7,755
$4,659
$2,848
$2,500
$21,488
$17,421
$137,837
$110,214
$84,923
$149,682
$17,861
$15,394
$6,112
$1,212

May

June

$14,365
$16,595
$20,379
$15,900
$5,463
$4,802
$1,643
$1,342
$10,832
$14,736
$53,004
$12,109
$8,433
$13,106

$16,244
$17,823
$16,463
$20,891
$6,824
$5,167
$841
$1,583
$11,383
$15,277
$16,367
$16,816
$13,816
$2,420

May

June

$7,291
$4,753
$4,950
$5,918
$3,577
$4,458
$3,814
$4,022
$25,251 $22,969
$22,914 $35,659
$116,060 $148,077
$175,812 $121,158
$66,480 $64,299
$65,649 $96,234
$34,527 $48,683
$28,622 $32,446
$5,449
$4,358
$2,333
$1,231

APSA region: Australia, Bahrain, China,
Taiwan, Thailand, Japan, South, Korea,
Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Fiji,
New Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore and
Turkey. Unfortunately, reciprocating
data from other leading seed markets in
the region, such as India, Indonesia, the
Philippines, Pakistan, Vietnam, Israel
and Cambodia had yet to be logged at
time of analysis (October 2020), though
we’ll look to provide updates on these
important markets as soon as official
data becomes available.
Meanwhile, following are summaries of
trends in many of the aforementioned
countries. Unless where stated
otherwise, all changes expressed
in percentages are year-on-year
comparisons between the first six
months of 2020 (H1-2020) and the
same period in 2019 (H1-2019). Trends
in quantities are expressed in tonnes
or t and those concerning value are in
US$.

Australia
Quantity Australia maintained a seed
deficit of about 1,296 tonnes of seed.
Though the country increased imports
by 10% (10,309 t vs 8,338 t) it also
increased exports by 12% (9,012 t vs
8,041 t).
Value: Australia’s seed trade deficit
in H1-2019 grew by nearly 49%, to
$15.68 million, up from $10.53mn
in H1-2019. This came from a 5%
increase in the value of imports
($62.1mn vs $59mn) against a 4.2%
decrease in exports ($46.4mn vs
$48mn).
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New Zealand
Quantity: the country’s trade surplus grew by 24% (30,343 t vs 24,484 t). This came
from a 22.9% increase in exports (31,179 t vs 25,374 t), and a 7.3% decrease in imports
(825 t vs 890 t).
Value: New Zealand’s seed surplus grew by 15% ($76.2mn vs $66mn), owing to a
13.8% increase in exports ($90.2mn vs $79.2mn), in addition to a 6% increase in
exports ($14mn vs $13.2mn).

Turkey
Quantity: Turkey’s veg seed imports, exports and deficit all grew significantly -- by
178% (21,328.6 t vs 7,654 t), 162% (10,943 t vs 4,174 t) and 198% (10,385 t vs 3,479 t)
respectively.
Value: the country’s receipts for exports shrank by 8% ($18.6mn vs $20.3mn) though its
import consignments swelled by 26% ($86.9mn vs $68.6mn), as its trade deficit grew
by 41% ($68.2mn vs $48.3mn).

South Korea
Quantity: South Korea’s veg seed imports were affected significantly, falling by nearly
30% (48,242 t vs 68,810 t). This is compared to exports, which reduced by only 3.3%
(258.7 t vs 267.6 t). Nonetheless, owing to a significantly higher volume of imports, the
overall deficit fell by 30% (47,984 t vs 68,542 t).
Value: however, the market proved more stable, with imports shrinking by only 1.7%
($67.6mn vs $68.8mn), and exports swelling slightly, by 1.2% ($21.7mn vs $21.4mn),
contributing to shrinkage of the country’s trade deficit by 3% ($45.9mn vs $47.4mn).

Japan
Quantity: During the period, Japan’s deficit fell tremendously, by 71% (7,650 t vs 26,291
t). This was owing to a 69.6% decrease in imports (8,132.5 t vs 26,816 t) and 8% drop
in exports (482 t vs 524 t).
Value: the country’s trade deficit reduced by only 4.5% ($58.8mn vs $61.6mn). This
includes a 9% drop in export consignments ($57.8mn vs $62.4mn), and 6.8% fall in
imports ($115.6mn vs $124mn).
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Thailand
Quantity: Thailand maintained and grew its veg seed surplus, exports and imports all
significantly -- by 11.4% (3,200 t vs 2,872 t), 13% (3,864 t vs 3,415 t) and 22% (663 t vs
543 t), respectively.
Value: the Kingdom's exports grew only slightly, by 1% ($74.9mn vs $74.1mn), while
imports dropped sharply by 16.8% ($11.9mn vs $14.3mn), contributing to its veg seed
surplus growing by 5.2% to $62.9mn from $59.8mn.
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China
Quantity: Exports reduced by 45% (1,327.8 t vs 2,419 t), and imports fell by 12.7%
(31,564 t vs 36,166 t), contributing to a 10% reduction in the country’s vegetable seed
deficit for the period, from 33,746 t to 30,236 t.
Value: China’s vegetable seed trade deficit fell in value by 13% to $147mn from
$169.6mn. This derives from a 39% reduction in export consignment totals ( $29.1mn
vs $48.2mn), in addition to a 19% contraction in imports ($176.2mn vs $217.8mn).

Taiwan, China
Quantity: the island’s imports fell by 21% (1,992 t vs 2,523 t), while exports rose by
18.6% (168.2 t vs 141.8 t), resulting in its deficit falling by 23% (1,823 t vs 2,382 t).
Value:Taiwan had a $4.6mn surplus, representing a 160% surge from its $1.76mn
surplus the previous year’s first half. This is thanks to exports rising in value by 5.5%
($16.7mn vs $15.8mn) and imports decreasing 13.8% ($12.1mn vs $14.1mn).

Malaysia
Quantity: Since both exports from, and imports to, Malaysia skyrocketed -- by 99% (741 t
vs 370.8 t) and 107.7% (3,813 t vs 1,835 t), respectively -- the country’s deficit more than
doubled, jumping by 109.7% (3,071.8 t vs 1,464 t).
Value: Imports ($7.8mn vs $11.1mn), exports ($1.1mn vs $1.59mn) and respective trade
deficits ($6.7mn vs $9.5mn) fell by approximately 30%.
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Quantity: Exports from
the island nation more
than halved, dropping
57% (3.041 t vs 7.063 t)
while imports stooped
23% (2.9 t vs 3.8 t), which
meant that its seed deficit
was nearly erased to only
59kg (from 3.1 t)
Value: Exports ($33,000
vs $191,000 or -82%)
and imports ($76,000
vs $148,000 or -48%)
suffered immensely,
causing the trade deficit
to plummet 200%, falling
from a surplus of $43,000
to a deficit of $43,000.
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Kazakhstan
Quantity: The Central Asian country’s imports surged by 63%
(1,458 t vs 892 t) while exports dropped 22% (606 t vs 776.7 t),
causing the deficit to grow more than sixfold, or 638% (852 t
vs 115 t).
Value: Though Kazakhstan’s export receipts surged by 68%
($970,000 vs $575,i000), it’s $11mn dollars in imports were 6%
less than in the previous year ($11.8mn), meaning the trade
deficit also dropped, by 10.5% ($10mn vs $11.2mn).

Disclaimer, Asian Seed Magazine and APSA do not guarantee the accuracy of the data reported, which has
been transcribed from figures logged by the International Trade Centre of UNCTAD/ WTO (ITC). The full data
set, including figures from Bahrain, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia and Fiji, can be downloaded from the APSA members
documents area. Click here. (login required)
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Six decades and counting
Asian Seed Magazine recently had the honor to sit down with the celebrated
Dr Raj S. Paroda, for an enlightening online chat. A highly accomplished Indian
agricultural scientist and research manager, now 78, he played a pivotal role in
the establishment of both the Asia and Pacific Seed Association (APSA) and the
Asia Pacific Association of Agricultural Research Institutions (APAARI).
Dr. Paroda has made
valuable contributions
in the field of agriculture
both as a researcher and
an able administrator for
nearly six decades. His
contributions in the field of
plant breeding and genetic
resource management are
globally recognized. During
the period 1994-2001,
Dr.Paroda spearheaded and
modernized the national
agricultural research
system (NARS) as Director
General, Indian Council
of Agricultural Research
(ICAR) and Secretary,
Department of Agricultural
Research and Education
(DARE), Government of
India. Further, hHe has been
engaged in developing the
seed industry as well. (See
full bio on page 43, and read
on for insights from the man
himself, touching on the
seed sector’s past, present
and future in the Asia-Pacific
region, among others)
Science to Serve the
Society
Dr Paroda’s pursuit of
agriculture reflects his desire
to give back something
to society. Scion of
agriculturalists in ‘the land
of kings’ – Rajasthan, a
relatively dry area of sandy
loam soil where rains hardly
average more than 500mm
annually and the main
crops cultivated are pearl
millet, sorghum, maize,
wheat, pulses, rapeseed
mustard, groundnut and
cotton – young Rajendra
was inspired to help family
members “do agriculture a
bit better than what they had
been able to do, because
of lack of knowledge and
new options.” Agriculture,

Dr RS Paroda has had a seasoned career in the seed industry, spanning more than six decades.
however, was not so well
respected among his peers,
who mostly chose studies in
medical or engineering fields.

the key drivers of India’s
famed Green Revolution: Dr
Norman E Borlaug and Dr
MS Swaminathan.

Nonetheless, this ‘green’
path proved a wise and
timely decision, affording
opportunity for the
aspiring young student to
“understand agriculture
as a science.” Obtaining
a post-graduate degree
from the prestigious Indian
Agricultural Research
Institute (IARI), in New
Delhi, he said, was rare for
young students pursuing
agriculture in those days,
and perhaps it was a fait
accompli that brought
him in contact with two of

As a result, from 1964
to 1968, he was literally
“working in the fields of the
farmers sowing the seeds of
the Green Revolution.”
During the early 1960s,
with the Cold War at its
height and the major powers
busy building bombs and
bunkers, farmers and
scientists in India – and later
their counterparts in other
South and Southeast Asian
countries – were building
the foundations of modern
(and better) mechanized

agriculture; and it all began
with seed.
As the Green Revolution
got underway, Dr MS
Swaminathan became
the Director General of
the Indian Council of
Agricultural Research (ICAR)
(a position to which Dr
Paroda later succeeded)
with remarkable success:
“By 1968,” Dr Paroda
observes, “India produced
five million tonnes of extra
wheat owing to miracle
dwarf wheat varieties, which
were photo-insensitive and
thus more responsive to
fertilizer, irrigation and good
agronomic management
inputs.”
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Dr Paroda says the Green
Revolution would never
have been possible had
not public sector seed
companies been established
at central and state levels
– such as India’s National
Seed Corporation (NSC),
established in 1963,
and, later, State Seed
Corporations (SSCs) in
different Indian States.
Subsequently, private
sector seed companies
played an important role.
Soon after joining ICAR
as Director of the National
Bureau of Plant Genetic
Resources (NBPGR) in
New Delhi, in 1985, Dr
Paroda furthered the
nascent and still tenuous
revolution in Indian farming
by establishing the most
modern genebank – now the
second largest in the world,
with more than 400,000 crop
plant accessions conserved.
Later, he was responsible
for bringing in the New
Seed Policy while working
as Deputy Director General
looking after Crop Science
activities, which triggered
growth of the private seed
sector in India. He laid great
stress on hybrid technology,
including single-cross maize
hybrids and rice hybrids. Dr
Paroda initiated the policy of
sharing public-bred hybrid
parental lines, breeders' and
foundation seeds, thereby
ensuring easy availability
of better seed to millions of
smallholder farmers while
raising the productivity of
several crops.
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To ensure access to
innovation in the private
sector through stronger
intellectual property rights,
Dr Paroda as Director
General of ICAR, was
instrumental in drafting
and finalizing India’s
"Protection of Plant
Varieties and Farmers’
Right Act (PPV&FRA)" in
2001, which prompted seed
sector growth expotentially
and spawned many
thriving, private national
and multinational seed
companies.

Dr RS Paroda at APSA's General Annual Meeting during the
1995 Asian Seed Congress in New Delhi, India.

“Since I was myself a
student of plant breeding,”
he notes, “I recognized the
importance of partnership
with the private sector,
without which quality
seeds of improved varieties
– especially the hybrids –
would not reach end-users
(mainly resource-poor
farmers). In retrospect, I
am pleased that the Indian
seed sector has grown and
is playing a significant role
in increased production and
productivity.”

accomplish.”
After creation of the
genebank, he was charged
with national oversight of
all crops in his role as ICAR
Deputy Director General
(DDG) of Crop Sciences:
“That’s when hybrid rice
and BT Cotton came in –
initiatives that made all the
difference in faster growth
for the seed sector as well
as crop production and
productivity.”
Other Lasting Initiatives

Regarding India’s modern
genebank, he said: “The
most modern building,
equipment and facilities, and
the training of more than
a hundred scientists and
technicians in modern US
laboratories, came through
US$24 million in support
from USAID – which I was
fortunate to successfully
negotiate.” The project,
he said, “would otherwise
not have been easy to

In 1993 Dr Paroda was
appointed the UN’s Food
and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) Senior Regional Plant
Production and Protection
Officer in charge of the Crop
Program in Asia and the
Pacific: “At that time, I was
fortunate to be associated
with two new initiatives to
build agricultural partnership
and cooperation in the
region.”

First came the Asia-Pacific
Association of Agricultural
Research Institutions
(APAARI). Established in
December 1990 at FAO’s
Regional Office for Asia
and the Pacific in Bangkok,
APAARI had as a main
objective to promote
partnership in Agricultural
Research for Development
(AR4D) among the National
Agricultural Research
Systems (NARS) and
International Centers in
the Asia-Pacific. Dr Paroda
served as APAARI Executive
Secretary for 22 years,
from 1992 till 2014, in the
process building it into a
vibrant regional forum.
The second initiative was for
establishing stronger seed
sector cooperation between
public and private regional
seed organizations: “We had
a seed expert as consultant,
Mr Mogens Lemonious, who
was working in the FAO
Regional Office, Bangkok,

Dr RS Paroda (center) with Dr KL Chadha, then Deputy DG (Hort) of ICAR (left) and Mr Mogens Lemonius (right).
where I was his counterpart
in the Crops Division,” Dr
Paroda recalls. The pair’s
discussions on need for a
regional forum involving the
private sector ultimately
led to APSA’s founding in
1996, with support from the
FAO, the Thai government
(via its Seed Division, then
under the Department of
Agricultural Extension or
DOAE), and the Danish
International Development
Agency (DANIDA).
Reflecting on the
association’s establishment,
Dr Paroda lauds “the
commitment, devotion and
leadership of Lemonious,
APSA’s founder, who, along
with the late Dr KR Chopra,
APSA’s second President,
and myself wrote APSA’s
constitution, seeking the
advice and support of
eminent seed experts as
Simon Groot and Manas
Chiaravanond.” He affirms
that the government of
Thailand’s commitment
to the APSA project was
crucial to establishing the
organization’s headquarters
independently in Bangkok
– whereas APAARI,

meanwhile, continued to
be headquartered in the
Bangkok FAO office.
“To tell you frankly,” he
exclaimed, “I had to struggle
a lot to establish APAARI
and build its membership.
APSA’s founding, on the
other hand, generated
great enthusiasm among
seed sector groups, both
organized and unorganized,”
said Dr Paroda.
“In retrospect, both these
institutions were needed,”
he explained. “If they had
not been established at
that time, what would
the situation be today?
We know how critical it is
to understand the seed
market, opportunities for
globalization, and the
harmonization of seed laws:
all are important issues,”
and it is for the purpose of
addressing them that such
organizations as APSA were
put in place.
APSA today is the world’s
largest regional seed
association.
Always Something New

“It has been always my
desire,” Dr Paroda says,
“that even if I was holding a
position for a short period,
that something new should
be done for the system – not
just work to run the show.”
As Director of the National
Bureau of Plant Genetic
Resources, “I saw the need
for a genebank. When I went
to the FAO, the need for
two institutions was felt and
they were created. When I
was associated with CGIAR,
we thought of having a
Global Forum on Agricultural
Research (GFAR), which
then got established at the
FAO in Rome, and of which
I was founding President.
After only two year’s stint
with FAO, Bangkok, I came
back to India as Director
General of ICAR. There,
during a tenure of around
seven years, I established
more than 30 new
institutes.”

have happened. So we
do need institutions and
partnerships at the regional,
national and local levels.”

Dr Paroda points out that
if institutions such as
ICAR and persons like
Dr Norman Borlaug, Dr
MS Swaminathan and Dr
AB Joshi were not there,
“Probably nothing would

Highlighting another priority,
Dr Paroda says APSA
should lay greater emphasis
on increasing improved
hybrid foodgrain crop and
vegetable seed replacement
rates to increase production

He expressed satisfaction
that APSA and APAARI are
presently working together
to develop a project
proposal to strengthen
regional capacity-building
for phytosanitary standards.
Regarding other
opportunities for
cooperation, he has
encouraged APSA to work
closer with the International
Seed Testing Association
(ISTA) on its regional
penetration and engagement
initiatives, which especially
benefit smaller countries
having limited seed-testing
capacity. (See also, ISTAAPSA MoU signing news
on page 32)
Harnessing Heterosis
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and productivity, “which has to be
done by catalyzing the private seed
sector.” APSA could facilitate the
process by pressing for harmonization
of intellectual property rights (IPR)
protection and seed laws throughout
the Asia-Pacific countries.

Dr Paroda at the ICRISAT Genebank, which was named after him.

As an example of how important
increasing replacement rates is, he
said that after single-cross maize
hybrids were first released in India in
2001, production doubled in just ten
years’ time: “And it can be further
doubled if the replacement rate is
enhanced from 60 percent at present
to 95 or 100 percent.”
Germplasm Access
Dr Paroda’s name is attached to two
genebanks, the International Crop
Research Institute for Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT) has named its seed
repository in Patancheru, Hyderabad
as the ‘Raj S. Paroda Genebank’. A
genebank at the Agricultural Research
Institute in Kazakhstan is also named
in honor of Dr Paroda.
Because improving germplasm access
is a major concern for the private seed
sector in the Asia-Pacific region, Dr
Paroda observes that “APSA could
organize – in partnership with other
bodies – a Regional Consultation
on Genetic Resource Conservation
and Management Systems involving
genebank managers.”
“There is a justified concern,” he says,
“that they don’t get genetic resources,
due to new laws that have come up after
CBD. Also there are concerns regarding
access and benefit sharing (ABS) under
the Nagoya Protocol. APSA can lead
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The Honorable Dr Manmohan Singh (right) – 13th Prime Minister of India – presents
the Dr Joshi Memorial Award for the year 2011-2012 to Dr RS Paroda, then the
Chairman of TAAS New Delhi, recognized for excellence in the fi eld of Agricultural
Research and Education.
the process of devising workable,
clear models for sharing benefits. A
consultation by APSA to deliberate these
issues involving all stakeholders could
therefore be a high priority.”

competence,” he believes. “In that
context, we need to motivate youth. I
have always believed that, “One can
succeed in anything if acting for the
society, not for oneself.”

Forward Outlook

“Look, your farmers are always looking
for better knowledge, better seed,
better technology, hand-holding,
technical back-stopping,” he says,
“and that’s what agricultural science
and we scientists can provide.”

Addressing a lack of interest in farming
among millennials and the latest
generation of ‘zoomers’, Dr Paroda
said: “All the time I have been telling
young students to embrace agriculture
as a science. Don’t consider it only a
way of life.”
Science must be in place to deal
with forthcoming agricultural and
environmental challenges: “For
that we need knowledge and better

“So I have no regret. I feel satisfied
today that India, from begging-bowl
status has emerged as one of the
major agricultural exporting countries.

“In the end, it all starts with
seed.”

Dr Rajendra Singh Paroda
Bio Summary
Born on 28th August, 1942, in Ajmer, Rajasthan, India, Dr
Rajendra Singh Paroda was the eldest of Shri Ram Karan
Singh and his wife Smti. Indira Devi’s five children.
Former Director General of the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR) and Secretary of the Department of
Agricultural Research and Education (DARE), Government
of India, he was General President of the Indian Science
Congress Association (ISCA) during 2000-2001 and National
Academy of Agricultural Sciences (NAAS) President from
1998-2000. Paroda is known as the ‘Gene Guru’, and
two principal genebanks – in Pattancheru, India and in
Kazakhstan – are named after him.
He received his Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) degree
from the University of Rajasthan in 1962; Master of
Science (Agriculture) from the University of Udaipur in
1964; and PhD from the Indian Agriculture Research
Institute (IARI), New Delhi, specializing in Genetics and
Plant Breeding, in 1968.
From 1968-70, Dr Paroda was Commonwealth Post
Doctoral Fellow at the University of Wales, Aberytswyth,
Wales. He became Director of India’s National Bureau of
Plant Genetic Resources in 1985. There he established
one of the world’s most modern genebanks.
From November 1987 to 2001, he was the Deputy
Director General (Crop Sciences), later Director General
of ICAR and Secretary of DARE, Government of
India, during which period he modernized the Indian
agricultural research system.
Ohio State University in the US and many (about 17)
Indian State Agricultural Universities (SAUs) have
conferred him with honorary doctorate degree.
Dr Paroda headed the Forage Breeding Program at
CCS Haryana Agricultural University in India, overseeing
release of at least 12 new varieties for nation-wide
adoption. Other notable work included establishing
a model for studying synchrony in cereals; prediction
models based on genotype-environment interaction
studies in cereals and forages; and biometrical studies
in cereals to establish the genetic architecture of yields
and related attributes in wheat, barley and a number of
forage crops.
He has published over 250 research papers and edited
more than 20 books.
Other Attainments: Dr Paroda was instrumental in
revamping the National Agricultural Research System
(NARS) through several policy and organizational
reforms, including the establishment of >30 new
institutions throughout India. He served as founding
Chairman of the Global Forum on Agricultural Research
(GFAR) from 1998 to 2002. He also served as Chairman
and Vice-Chairman of the ICRISAT Governing Board and
Member. He also served on the Board of CABI, London
and on Advisory Committee of ACIAR, Caneberra and
on Board of Trustees of IRRI. He also served for more

than two decades as Executive Secretary of AsiaPacific Association of Agricultural Research Institutions
(APAARI).
As Chairman, Farmers Commission of Haryana,
Chairman of the Working Group on Agriculture, and as
a member of the Rajasthan Planning Board, Dr Paroda
worked for the general welfare of farmers. Presently
he chairs the Trust for the Advancement of Agricultural
Sciences (TAAS).
He was awarded in 1998 India’s Padma Bhushan (or
Lotus Decoration) medal – the nation’s third highest
civilian honor – for his contributions in the category of
Science and Engineering. Other awards and honors
include: the Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Memorial Prize (198283); the ICAR Team Research Award (1984); the FICCI
Award (1988); the Om Prakash Bhasin Award (1992); a
Special Asia Pacific Seed Association Award (1995); the
Dr BP Pal Memorial Award by NAAS and the Dr Borlaug
Award.
Dr Paroda is a Fellow of the National Academy of
Agricultural Sciences, New Delhi; of the Indian Academy
of Sciences, Bangaluru; of the Russian Academy of
Agricultural Sciences; of the Third World Academy of
Sciences (TWAS); and of the academies of Agricultural
Sciences of Armenia, Georgia and Tajikistan. He is an
Honorary Member of the prestigious Crop Science
Society of America (CSSA) and of the American Society
of Agronomy (ASA). He was also the President of Indian
Science Congress (2001) and the President of National
Academy of Agricultural Science (NAAS) from 19962001.
During his career, he has been elected President of
over a dozen Indian scientific societies. He is current
President of the Indian Society of Plant Genetic
Resources (ISPGR).
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23 - 25 November 2020
SC International
Trade & Quarantine

Standing Committee on
International Trade & Quarantine
Monday the 23rd of November 2020
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm (GMT+7/ICT)

Chair: Mr Michael Leader
Co-Chair: Ms Abigail Struxness

CLICK HERE
SC Seed Technology

Standing Committee on Seed Technology
Monday the 23rd of November 2020
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm (GMT+7/ICT)
CLICK HERE
SC IPR & Biodiversity

Chair: Mr Johan van Asbrouk
Co-Chair: Dr Manish Patel

Standing Committee on
Intellectual Property Rights & Biodiversity
Tuesday the 24th of November 2020
3:00 pm - 5:40 pm (GMT+7/ICT)

Chair: Dr Arvind Kapur
Co-Chair: Mr Casper van Kempen

CLICK HERE
SIG Field Crops

Special Interest Group on Field Crops
Wednesday the 25th of November 2020
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm (GMT+7/ICT)
CLICK HERE
SIG Vegetables & Ornamentals

Chair: Mr Michel Devarrewaere
Co-Chair: Dr Yan Shupeng
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Chair: Mr Frisco Malabanan
Co-Chair: Dr Chua Kim Aik

Special Interest Group on
Vegetables and Ornamentals
Wednesday the 25th of November 2020
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm (GMT+7/ICT)
CLICK HERE
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Thank you to sponsors

